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Abstract
Goal of this study is to investigate the impacts of climate change projection uncertainty
on conjunctive use of water resources. To pursue this goal first, a conjunctive-use model is
developed for management of groundwater and surface water resources via mixed integer linear
fractional programming (MILFP). The conjunctive management model maximizes the ratio of
groundwater usage to reservoir water usage. A conditional head constraint is imposed to
maintain groundwater sustainability. A transformation approach is introduced to transform the
conditional head constraint into a set of mixed integer linear constraints in terms of groundwater
head. A supply network is proposed to apply the conjunctive-use model to northern Louisiana
and southern Arkansas. Then, simple model averaging (SMA), reliability ensemble averaging
(REA), and hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) are utilized as ensemble averaging
methods to provide a thorough understanding of the impacts of climate change on future runoff
for the study area. An ensemble of 78 hydroclimate models is formed by forcing HELP3 with
climate data from combinations of 13 GCMs, 2 RCPs, and 3 downscaling methods. Runoff
projections obtained from SMA, REA, and HBMA are compared. The Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) is used to quantify the sources of uncertainty of SMA projection and compare to the
estimations made by HBMA. Both methods show similar contribution of uncertainty indicating
that GCMs are the dominant source of uncertainty. At last, the proposed conjunctive use model
is applied to optimize the conjunctive use of future surface water and groundwater resources
under climate change projection. Future inflows to the reservoirs are estimated from the future
runoffs projected through hydroclimate modeling, where the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
model and 11 GCM RCP8.5 downscaled climate outputs are considered. Bayesian model
averaging (BMA) is adopted to quantify uncertainty in future runoff projections and reservoir
iv

inflow projections due to uncertain future climate projections. The results from the developed
conjunctive management model indicate that the future reservoir water even with low inflow
projections at 2.5% cumulative probability would be able to counterbalance groundwater
pumping reduction to satisfy demands while improving the Sparta aquifer through conditional
groundwater head constraint.

v

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Literature review
1.1.1. Conjunctive management modeling of water resources
There is an increasing demand for water throughout the world due to the population
growth and changing climate. Sustainable planning and management of water resources facing
such growing strain is necessary to provide reliable water supplies to customers (Condon and
Maxwell 2013; Singh 2014). Conjunctive use of water resources such as groundwater resources
and surface water resources increases supply reliability and yields more water at economic rates
(de Wrachien and Fasso 2002; Liu et al. 2013). Coupled simulation-optimization models have
been extensively used in the literature in order to develop sustainable operational strategies for
conjunctive management of water resources (Heidari 1982; Shamir et al. 1984; Willis and Finney
1988; Emch and Yeh 1998; Mantoglou 2003; Kentel and Aral 2007; Ayvaz and Karahan 2008).
Simulation-optimization approach can account for complex water allocation problems while
determining the best management plan under a set of predefined conditions. Simulation models
provide solutions for the governing equations and explain state of resources. Optimization
models provide the best strategy from a feasible set of strategies definable under the state of
resources depicted by simulation models (Wagner and Gorelick 1989; Yeh 1992; Ahlfeld and
Heidari 1994; Wagner 1995; Barlow et al. 1996; Wang and Zheng 1998, Cheng et al. 2000; Das
and Datta 2001; Mantoglou et al. 2004; Katsifarakis and Petala 2006; Ayvaz and Karahan 2008;
Gaur et al. 2011; Singh and Panda 2013).
Many researchers incorporated simulation-optimization models for conjunctive
management of groundwater and surface water resources (Kashyap and Chandra 1982;
Bredehoeft and Young 1983; Willis and Finney 1988; Matsukawa et al. 1992; Bhattacharjya and
1

Datta 2005; Ramesh and Mahesha 2008; Bazargan-Lari et al. 2009). Maddock (1972) was the
first to use simulation-optimization approach by linking a two-dimensional linear partial
differential equation for groundwater simulation to a quadratic programming management tool to
determine the operating rules for conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater. Although
various groundwater models were developed, the USGS MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) has a
high frequency of application in the conjunctive management literature (Wang and Zheng 1998;
Kentel and Aral 2007; Peralta et al. 2011).
Optimization approaches used in the simulation-optimization models also largely vary
depending on the physical and mathematical nature of problems, conceptualization and
computational expense. Linear programming (LP), nonlinear programming (NLP), dynamic
programming (DP), mixed integer programming (MIP), quadratic programming (QP) and
different heuristic optimization approaches such as genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated
annealing (SA) were implemented into the conjunctive management of water resources (IbáñezCastillo et al. 1997; Mohan and Jothiprakash 2003; Karamouz et al. 2005; Karterakis et al. 2007;
Kentel and Aral 2007; Ayvaz and Karahan 2008; Peralta et al. 2011; Singh and Panda 2013).
Karterakis et al. (2007) compared LP and Differential Evolution (DE) for groundwater
management of a coastal karstic aquifer. It was concluded that both optimization approaches
yield similar results while the Simplex method of LP required a minimal calculation time. In a
similar attempt, Ayvaz and Karahan (2008) compared LP, NLP, DP and GA in a simulation
optimization modeling to identify unknown groundwater pumping well locations and their
pumping rates. A similar conclusion was reached for all optimization methods to have
comparable results with LP yielding the minimal calculation time.
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Ahlfeld and Baro-Montes (2008) used a successive LP via the response matrix method to
deal with nonlinear relationship between groundwater head and pumping rate in an unconfined
aquifer. They derived converged solutions for a supply system with a groundwater aquifer that
faced dramatic saturated thickness variations. Peralta et al. (2011) used the response matrix
approach termed as cycling LP to optimize the safe yield of an aquifer. A comprehensive study
of Singh (2012) shows that LP, DP and GA are the most common approaches when management
problem involves groundwater resources and multi-reservoir systems.
Although LP and MIP are frequently adopted in water resources management due to the
simplicity, robustness and computational efficiency of their solution methods, this study focuses
on fractional programming (FP) for conjunctive use of different water resources. FP is the
optimization of a ratio of two functions. In general, the objective function may include more than
one ratio function (Schaible 1981). The FP provides the opportunity to maximize one objective
while minimizing its effect on resources (Lara and Stancu-Minasian 1999). In many practical
applications, optimization of ratios of criteria gives more insight into the situation than the
optimization of each criterion (Hirche 1989). An intuitive application of FP is to maximize the
benefit-cost ratio of water resources planning and management (Amini Fasakhodi et al. 2010;
Zhu and Huang 2011; Guo et al. 2014). Moreover, the fractional objective function can address
multi-objective management problems, which has been the focus of many studies in water
management (Zhu and Huang 2011; Ren et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014). In contrary to optimizing
weighted objective functions, which needs reasonably determined objective function weights,
fractional programing results in a global optimized solution without the need for objective
function weights.
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Linear fractional programming (LFP) is a linear form of FP, which has linear numerators
and denominators in the fractional objective functions and linear constraints. LFP has been
extensively adopted to optimize resources allocation owing to its uniqueness to be transformed to
LP to be solved efficiently. Zhu and Huang (2011) applied a stochastic linear fractional
programming for municipal solid waste management under uncertainty and solved its LP dual
form. Ren et al. (2013) adopted a stochastic LFP for a water resources optimal allocation
problem. Guo et al. (2014) developed a fuzzy chance-constrained LFP method for agricultural
water resources management under uncertainties. Li et al. (2015) developed a two-level linear
fractional water management model based on interactive fuzzy programming in order to handle
two conflicting objectives.
Nonlinear fractional programming and mixed integer fractional programming problems
are commonly encountered in the nature of the resources being managed. In order to harness the
solution simplicity of an LFP and its advantages in conjunctive management of water resources
with nonlinear and mixed integer constraints, this study develops a successive mixed integer
linear fractional programming to deal with nonlinearity. We consider a conjunctive use of
groundwater and reservoir water through a water supply network. A fractional objective function
is developed to maximize groundwater usage and minimize reservoir storage decrease because
groundwater water is much cheaper than surface water in our case (Meyer et al. 2002; McKee et
al. 2004). However, groundwater pumping is limited in order to raise groundwater heads to
target levels. The strong nonlinearity arises from the nonlinear relationship between groundwater
head and pumping rate. The response matrix approach (Peralta et al. 1991; Ahlfeld and BaroMontes 2008) is adopted to linearize groundwater head with respect to pumping rate.
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In this study we first introduce the mixed integer linear programming (MILFP) problem
and a technique to transform the MILFP to a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem.
Then, we formulate a conjunctive use problem, where a conditional constraint is applied to
groundwater head. The conditional constraint is replaced with mixed integer linear constraints to
make the programming tractable. By applying the response matrix approach to groundwater
head, a successive MILFP problem is resulted. Then, the transformation technique is applied to
make it to the MILP problem. The methodology is applied to a real-world study for a conjunctive
use of groundwater and reservoir water in northern Louisiana.
1.1.2. Uncertainty in climate change impact studies on runoff
General circulation models (GCM) are an important tool for investigating the climate
change impact on all aspects of the hydrologic cycle. One emerging aspect is that downscaled
meteorological data from GCMs are vastly used as forcing to hydrological models in order to
estimate the impacts of climate change on future runoff (Murphy et al. 2004; Christensen and
Lettenmaier 2007; Chiew et al. 2009; Kay et al. 2009; Bae et al. 2011; Velazquez et al 2012).
Runoff projections from hydroclimate models are associated with considerable uncertainty.
Natural variability, GCMs, emission scenarios, downscaling methods and hydrological models
represent the main sources that contribute to runoff projection uncertainty. GCM uncertainty is
associated with climate model structure and parametrization (Teng et al. 2012). Different GCMs
project different climate output at the regional scale. Emission scenario uncertainty arises from
uncertain future greenhouse gas (GHG) emission. Downscaling method uncertainty is derived
from systematic biases associated with downscaling techniques. Hydrologic model uncertainty is
due to uncertain hydrologic model structure and parameters which result in different projected
hydrological responses given the same meteorological and hydrological forcing. Understanding
5

and quantifying these uncertainties are important for a reliable climate change impact assessment
and a sound decision-making.
It is widely believed that an ensemble of hydroclimate models provide more reliable
information than any single model (Giorgi and Mearns 2002; Murphy et al. 2004; Räisänen
2007; Najafi et al. 2011; Weiland et al. 2012; Miao et al. 2014). Numerous studies used
ensembles of hydroclimate models to investigate the climate change impacts and their associated
uncertainty on future runoff (Rowell 2006; Wilby and Harris 2006; Christensen and Lettenmaier
2007; Prudhomme and Davies 2008; Chiew et al. 2009; Kay et al. 2009; Velazquez et al. 2013).
Wilby and Harris (2006) used an ensemble of hydroclimate models to quantify the uncertainties
from GCMs, downscaling methods, emission scenarios, and hydrologic models. They found
higher sensitivity to the choice of GCMs and downscaling methods than hydrological model
parameters or emissions scenarios. Kay et al. (2009) added the internal variability of the climate
system to the same uncertainty sources as Wilby and Harris (2006) to investigate the impact of
climate change on flood frequency in England. Similarly, GCMs were found to be the largest
source of uncertainty by a large margin. Uncertainty from emission scenarios or hydrological
modeling was found to be less significant than that from GCMs and downscaling methods.
Bosshard et al. (2013) quantified uncertainty in climate change impacts from GCMs, statistical
post-processing (downscaling method) and hydrological model using an analysis of variance
theory (ANOVA). GCMs were found to be the dominant source of uncertainty. However,
uncertainties from downscaling method and hydrological model in winter and spring showed to
gain significance. Chiew et al. (2009) and Van Roosmalen et al. (2010) investigated the climate
change impact using different downscaling methods on hydrological processes. Both studies
concluded that although differences between the projected runoff can be considerable, it is less
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significant than using different GCMs. Chen et al. (2011) also compared six downscaling
methods to investigate the uncertainties in quantifying the climate change impacts on the
hydrology of a river basin. Uncertainty envelop associated with downscaling methods was found
to be large, but slightly less than GCM uncertainty. It was concluded that impact studies using a
single downscaling method should be cautiously interpreted. Teng et al. (2012) assessed the
relative uncertainties from GCMs and hydrological models in modeling climate change impact
on runoff across southeast Australia. Their findings pointed out that variability in runoff resulted
from a single hydrological model with multiple GCMs is considerably larger than that from
multiple hydrologic models with a single GCM. Bae et al. (2011) studied the uncertainty
associated with hydrologic models using three different semi-distributed models along with an
ensemble of different GCMs and emission scenarios. It was concluded that the uncertainties from
GCMs and hydrologic models are more significant in the dry season than in the wet season.
Uncertainty from GCMs was shown to be more significant than that from hydrologic models.
Although simple model averaging (SMA) (equal weights) is frequently used in studying
the impact of climate change and its uncertainty in runoff projection, several studies showed that
using a weighted averaging approach can result in more reliable runoff projection (Giorgi and
Mearns 2002; Murphy et al. 2004; Räisänen 2007; Bastola et al. 2011; Weiland et al. 2012).
Giorgi and Mearns (2002) proposed a reliability ensemble averaging (REA) approach which
calculated an average of the ensemble based on weighing models with respect to their
performance in reproducing the present-day climate and the convergence of the simulated
changes across models. Weiland et al. (2012) compared three REA approaches with different
reliability criteria to assess future global runoff changes. It was found that the original REA
criteria (Giorgi and Mearns 2002) and other different methods performed similarly well.
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Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Hoeting et al. 1999) has been also implemented to obtain a
weighted average of the modeling ensemble (Tebaldi et al. 2005; Min et al. 2007; Buser et al.
2009; Najafi et al. 2011). BMA produces a weighted probability density function using the
posterior probability of each participating model. Models with better performing predictions
receive higher model weights. Although the total uncertainty for future projection can be
quantified by the SMA, REA, and BMA, detailed information about the contribution of each
source of uncertainty is not provided.
This study focuses on sources of uncertainty from GCMs, downscaling methods, and
emission scenarios. Although important, hydrologic model uncertainty is not discussed and is out
of the scope of this study. Three ensemble averaging methods, SMA and REA and BMA, are
adopted to investigate the impacts of climate change and its associated uncertainty on future
runoff projection. We introduce the hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) (Tsai and
Elshall 2013) and ANOVA to quantify the contribution of each source of uncertainty. The
method is applied to a runoff study for two subbasins across northern Louisiana and southern
Arkansas, USA.
1.1.3. Conjunctive use of water resources under climate change
Managing future water resources often presents challenges due to uncertain future
precipitation and runoff projections. Hydrometeorological variability is likely to increase in the
near term (through 2050), leading to more intense, frequent climate events (Mahoney et al.
2012). Regional water resources undergoing climate change are typically studied through the
modeling chain (Bosshard et al. 2013), which includes elements such as (1) global circulation
models (GCMs), (2) future greenhouse gas emission (GHG) scenarios or representative
concentration pathways (RCPs), (3) downscaling methods, and (4) hydrological models.
8

Hydroclimate modeling can address (1) the impacts of future climate change, (2) the undefined
effects of climate change on the availability of water resources, and (3) the resilience of water
resources management (Bastola et al. 2011).
It is evident that the uncertainty across different climate models is relatively larger than
other sources of uncertainties (Weiland et al. 2012). Therefore, for water resources planning, the
multimodel ensemble approach will be a more appropriate method than relying on a single
model. Multimodel ensemble approaches exploit the diversity of multiple competent modeling
chains and their advantages in describing hydrologic processes. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) suggested using multimodel ensembles
for detection, attribution, impact, and adaptation studies (Stocker et al. 2010). Numerous studies
used multimodel ensembles to investigate how different elements in the modeling chain
contribute to the uncertainty of future projections (Jones et al. 2006; Chang and Jung et al. 2010;
Najafi et al. 2011; Weiland et al. 2012; Velázquez et al. 2013). Most of these studies concluded
that the most important source of uncertainty comes from GCM forcing. Uncertainties arising
from the downscaling method and hydrological models are shown to follow in the order of
magnitude, while hydrological model uncertainty tends to be more significant in the low flow
season (Wilby and Harris 2006; Serrat-Capdevila et al. 2007; Prudhomme and Davies 2008;
Chiew et al. 2009; Kay et al. 2009; Bae et al. 2011).
Uncertainty and variability increases the complexity of the problems water resources
decision makers face (Najafi et al. 2011). Due to the inherent uncertainty in modeling, it is very
important to ensure the robustness of potentially expensive, irreversible adaptation decisions
(Bastola et al. 2011). Although projecting future runoff and quantifying its underlying
uncertainty have been studied extensively in the literature, little work has been done to
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incorporate these results in future decision making for the conjunctive management of surface
water and groundwater resources. This study adopts BMA (Hoeting et al. 1999) as a multimodel
ensemble method to account for projected inflow uncertainty for the conjunctive-use modeling
under climate change projection uncertainty. BMA accounts for model uncertainty by producing
a weighted probability density function using the posterior probability of each participating
model while better performing predictions receive higher weights (Min et al. 2007; Liang et al.
2013). BMA has been applied to uncertainty analysis in weather forecasting and hydrologic
prediction (Ajami et al. 2006; Duan et al. 2007; Min et al. 2007; Vrugt et al. 2007; Zhang et al.
2009; Dong et al. 2013), and climate change impact analysis (Raftery and Zheng 2003; Tebaldi
et al. 2005; Buser et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2009; Liang et al. 2013).
Coupled simulation-optimization models have been used extensively for conjunctive
management of groundwater and surface water resources, as indicated in the literature for
complex water allocation problems. These coupled simulation-optimization models have aided in
developing sustainable operational strategies (Mantoglou 2003; Bhattacharjya and Datta 2005;
Ramesh and Mahesha 2008; Bazargan-Lari et al. 2009). For groundwater and multi-reservoir
management, LP, DP, and GA are the most commonly applied optimization approaches (Singh
2012). Katsifarakis and Petala (2006) implemented both LP and differential evolution (DE) to
manage a coastal karstic groundwater aquifer. Tamer Ayvaz and Karahan (2008) compared the
performance of LP, NLP, DP, and GA in identifying unknown groundwater pumping well
locations and pumping rates. The studies concluded that all optimization methods yield
comparable results, while LP acquires the least computational expense and calculation time.
This study introduces a MILFP for the conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater
under uncertain future inflow projection. Due to its ability to be transformed to a mixed integer
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linear program (MILP), MILFP provides a computationally simple and efficient optimization
framework to maximize one objective while minimizing its effect on resources through its ratio
objective function.
The MILFP is applied to a conjunctive-use study of groundwater and reservoir water in
northern Louisiana. This study uses a hybrid downscaling method to develop future climate
change scenarios based on 11 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) GCMs.
The downscaled precipitation and temperature are used as inputs to the Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et al. 1994) to project future natural runoff and reservoir inflow.
The BMA is used to estimate the ensemble inflow to reservoirs. The projected demand
withdrawals from reservoirs and groundwater pumping rates are then presented and discussed.
1.2. Purpose of the study
Groundwater resources are under stress in many areas of the world as a result of the
overdraft due to continuous increases in water demands. Increasing groundwater withdrawal is
not the only solution to supply rising water needs. Conjunctive use of available water resources
can increase the supply reliability and sustainability of those resources. However, climate change
impacts water resources and water availability in the future. Additional stress can be put on such
resources if this impact is not considered. Therefore, this research proposes the following
hypotheses: (1) Conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water sustain aquifers; (2) Future
trends of inflows to reservoirs differ from current trends due to climate change; and (3) Future
inflows are sufficient for supplying demands under climate change projections. The hypotheses
are tested by answering the following questions:
-

How does conjunctive use of groundwater resources and surface water resources
improve water availability and resource sustainability?
11

-

How does climate change impact future runoff and reservoir inflows?

-

How significant are the uncertainties generated from climate models, downscaling
methods and emissions scenarios in future inflow projection?

-

What are the changes imposed on conjunctive management of groundwater and

surface water resources due to considering the uncertainty and impact of climate change
on inflow projections?
1.3. The scope of this dissertation
An effort was made in this study for achieving a main goal: to assess the impacts of
inflow projection uncertainty due to climate change on conjunctive use of groundwater and
surface water resources. General research framework of this study for achieving this goal is
shown in Figure 1-1. First step is to develop a conjunctive use model for management of
groundwater and surface water resources. MILFP is used in this study as the optimization
method due to its ability to optimize two conflicting objectives simultaneously. Fractional
objective function tries to maximize the ratio of total groundwater pumpage to the total reservoir
storage deficits from maximum storages. A conditional head constraint is proposed to maintain
the sustainability of the groundwater resource. Conditional head constraint is transformed to a set
of mixed integer linear constraints in terms of groundwater head using a transformation
technique introduced. USGS MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) is integrated into the conjunctive use
model through the groundwater head constraint by utilizing a response matrix approach.
Conjunctive use model is applied to a hypothetical water supply network in northern Louisiana
which includes Sparta aquifer for the historical period from 2001 to 2010.

12

Figure 1-1. Research flowchart for this study.
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Conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater is suggested to reduce the stress that
exists on the Sparta aquifer due to high withdrawals. The historical period makes water demand
data, surface runoff data, pumping data, and groundwater level available data for comparison
purposes. Next step towards the reaching the goal is to quantify the uncertainty associated with
each uncertainty source in modeling the impacts of climate change on runoff. This is obtained by
using three ensemble averaging methods, simple model averaging (SMA), reliability model
averaging (REA; Giorgi and Mearns 2002), and hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA;
Tsai and Elshall 2013). This study considers choices of different GCMs, downscaling method
and greenhouse gas emission scenarios (GHG) as main sources of uncertainty. Thirteen GCMs of
CMIP5 are selected for two emission scenarios RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 along with three different
statistical downscaling methods to form a 78 model ensemble. This ensemble is used to force the
hydrologic evaluation of landfill performance (HELP3; Schroeder et al. 1987) model to project
future runoff for the two adjacent subbasins (Bayou D’Arbonne and Loggy Bayou) in northern
Louisiana from 2011 to 2099. HELP3 is calibrated for each subbasin using CMA-ES (Hansen et
al. 2003). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA; Bosshard et al. 2013) is used to quantify the sources
of uncertainty of SMA projection and compare to the assessment made by HBMA.
Finally, the developed conjunctive use model is used in assessing the impacts of climate
change on conjunctive use of water resource under inflow projection uncertainty. Therefore, this
study adopts climate forcing from 11 GCMs and representative concentration pathways 8.5 (RCP
8.5) of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5; Reclamation 2013) as an input
to the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et al. 1994) for hydroclimate modeling.
Future inflows to the reservoirs are estimated from the future runoffs projected through the
ensemble of hydroclimate models. Then, Bayesian model averaging (BMA) is adopted to
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quantify uncertainty in future runoff projections and reservoir inflow projections due to
uncertainty in future climate projections. Resulted inflows are used in the proposed fractional
programming conjunctive use model to assess the effects of inflow projection uncertainty on
conjunctive use of the same case study in northern Louisiana for near future from 2011 to 2025.
Next chapter provides detailed explanation and formulation of the employed methods and
models. Chapter 3 discusses the development of the conjunctive use model and the
implementation of MILFP. Application of the conjunctive use model on the historical period for
northern Louisiana and the Sparta aquifer is also investigated in this chapter. Chapter 4
demonstrates the use of ensemble averaging methods in estimating the uncertainty in climate
change impact modeling of runoff in northern Louisiana. Chapter 5 demonstrates the application
of the conjunctive use model to assess the impacts of inflow projection uncertainty due to
climate change on conjunctive management of Sparta aquifer and a multi-reservoir surface water
network in northern Louisiana. Finally the general conclusions of this research are made.
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Chapter 2. Methodology
2.1. Linear fractional programming
Linear fractional programming (LFP) is a form of LP defined with a ratio objective
function that has linear nominator and denominator and linear constraints set as follows:

maximize (minimize)

f(x) 

cT x  
,
dT x  

(1)

subject to

xS ,

(2)

where
S  [x : Ax  b, x  0].

(3)

In equation (1), f(x) is the ratio objective function that is desired to be maximized or
minimized. x  R m is the vector of the decision variables, c  R m and d  R m are vectors of
multipliers and  and  are constants of the linear expressions. S is the feasible solution region
which is defined as stated. A is a k  m matrix of coefficients, where k is the number of
constraints and b  R k is the vector of right hand side (RHS) values for the inequality constraints.
Similar to general LP problems decision variables are defined to be positive or zero.
Above mentioned LFP can be solved as an LP with methods like Simplex, interior point,
etc. by transforming it using Charnes and Cooper (1962) transformation to LP or solving its dual
linear problem. For further information regarding LFP duality refer to Chadha and Chadha
(2007). Charnes and Cooper (1962) proposed the following transformation to convert an LFP to
an LP by using a newly defined variable t and a new set of decision variables, y , replacing the
original set, x , assuming a non-empty and bounded feasible region:
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y

1
x,
d x

(4)

t

1
,
d x

(5)

T

T

which results in a new LP problem as follows:

maximize (minimize) f(y )  cT y   t ,

(6)

subject to
Ay  bt  0 ,

(7)

dT y   t  1 ,

(8)

t  0, y  0 .

(9)

The transformed LP can be solved using LP solvers available and its results can be converted to
original problem’s results by applying the following:
x

y
,
t

(10)

f(x)  t f(y ) .

(11)

LP solution is simple and computationally efficient which make LFP an intriguing
method for multi-objective optimization of linear problems.
2.2. Mixed integer linear fractional programming
The Charnes-Cooper transformation technique alone is not sufficient to deal with an
MILFP. This study introduces an additional technique such that an MILP can be derived.
Consider an MILFP as follows:

maximize

cT x  cTu xu  
,
dT x  dTu xu  

(12)

subject to
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Ax  Au xu  b ,

(13)

dT x  dTu xu    0 ,

(14)

xu  0,1 ,

(15)

m
where x  R n is the vector of real variables; xu  R is the vector of binary variables;

A is a

k  m matrix of coefficients for real variables; A u is a k  n matrix of coefficients binary
m
m
variables; c  R n , d  R , cu  R and du  R are vectors of coefficients;  and  and

n

b  R k are constants.
Following the Charnes-Cooper transformation, let
t

1
,
d x  dTu xu  

(16)

T

where t  R is the transformation variable. Multiplying x and xu by t, two new variables are
introduced as follows:
y tx,

(17)

y u  t xu ,

(18)

which results in an NLP problem as follows:

maximize cT y  cTu y u   t ,

(19)

subject to

Ay  Au y u  bt  0 ,

(20)

dT y  dTu y u   t  1 ,

(21)

t  0,

(22)

y u  0, t .

(23)
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Equation (22) holds due to the previously implemented equation (14). The nonlinearity comes
from y u which is a nonlinear function of t as a result of equation (18). In order to handle y u in
the optimization problem, we introduce the following linear inequality constraints (24) to (27) as
an equivalent of equation (18):
y u  Uxu  0 ,

(24)

Lx u  y u  0 ,

(25)

t  y u  Uxu  U ,

(26)

y u  Lxu  t   L .

(27)

where L and U are the constants specified by analysts with L  0 and U  t . Through this
technique, the NLP problem becomes an MILP problem, (19)-(22) and (24)-(27). Solving the
MILP problem directly provides the solution to x u . The solution for y of the MILP problem can
be transformed back to the solution for x of the original MILFP problem according to equation
(17).
2.3. Fractional programming for conjunctive management
To balance the use between surface water from reservoirs and groundwater from
pumping, a conjunctive management model is proposed based on fractional programming. The
proposed conjunctive management model aims to maximize the ratio of two competing
objectives, total groundwater withdrawal to the total deficit of reservoir storages with respect to
their maximum storages. Maximizing the ratio will maximize groundwater usage and minimize
reservoir storage loss. This is especially important for reservoirs not used for flood control. To
keep aquifers for sustainable use, the study imposes a groundwater head constraint at several
control points, thus limiting groundwater withdrawal. The demand deficit caused by limiting
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groundwater pumping can be offset by using the reservoir water. The conjunctive management
model is formulated as the following nonlinear fractional programming problem:

1 Q
T

Maximize

n

 1 (S
T

max

n

,

 St )  

(28)

t

subject to
ht 1  ht  Δ1 if

ht 1  ht  Δ 2 if

ht  h target
ht  h target

,

(29)

St 1  St  I t   Spt( j )  R t  Spt  Et ,

(30)

jIN



iOUT

xt(i )   xt( j )  bt ,

(31)

jIN

Xmin  X  Q n , St , R t , Spt , xt   X max ,

(32)

Xmin  Q min , S min , R min , Sp min , x min  , and

(33)

Xmax  Q max , S max , R max , Sp max , x max  .

(34)

T

T

T

The vector X includes all decision variables:

Q n , the vector of groundwater pumping rate for different pumping wells during stress period n ,

St , the vector of storage for different reservoirs at time t ,

R t , the vector of demand withdrawal from different reservoirs during time period t ,
Sp t , the vector of spill from different reservoirs during time period t , and
xt , the vector of water flow in a water supply network during time period t .

X min and X max are the vectors of the lower and upper bounds of the variables.
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h t is the vector of groundwater head at control locations at time t , which is a function of the
pumping rate Q n .
h target is the vector of target groundwater head at control locations.

Δ1 and Δ 2 are the policy parameters, which are non-negative coefficients.

I t is the vector of natural inflow to reservoirs during time period t .
Et is the vector of evaporation from reservoir surface during time period t .

b t is the source/sink nodes in the water supply network during time period t .

  1 is a non-negative constant to prevent the denominator value from being a very small
number.
T is the transpose operator.
Each constraint is explained below. The nonlinearity is the result of constraint (29), where
groundwater head is a nonlinear function of pumping rate.
2.3.1. Conditional head constraint
In order to avoid significant decline in groundwater levels, the conditional head
constraint (29) is introduced with two non-negative coefficients Δ1 and Δ 2 as policy parameters
to control groundwater levels around or above specified target levels at control locations. To
handle (29), a unit step function,
H  ht  h target   1, if ht  h target ;0, otherwise ,

(35)

is introduced to make the conditional head constraint more concise:
ht 1  ht  (Δ1  Δ 2 )H  ht  h target   Δ1 .

(36)
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This conditional constraint is especially suitable for managing depleting aquifers since it
enforces groundwater level increase at least Δ1 units for the next time step if current
groundwater level is lower than the specified target level; otherwise, it allows groundwater level
to decrease up to Δ 2 units for the next time step.
Directly dealing with constraint (36) in the optimization problem is not straightforward.
This study introduces an equivalent set of inequality constraints (37)-(39) to represent the
conditional head constraint (36) as follows:

ht 1  ht  diag  Δ1  Δ2 ut  Δ2 ,

(37)

ht  diag  h target  L h  ut  h target ,

(38)

ht  diag  U h  h target  ut  U h ,

(39)

where u t is the vector of binary variables at time t ; and L h and U h are the vectors of lower
bound and upper bound for groundwater head at control locations, respectively. diag 

 makes a

target
target
vector become a diagonal matrix. u t  0 indicates ht  h
and ut  1 indicates ht  h
.

Using the first-order Taylor series expansion (Peralta et al. 1991; Theodossiou 2004),
groundwater head, h t , is linearized with respect to pumping rate Q n as follows:
htk 1

htk  J tk (Q nk 1  Q nk ) ,

(40)
k

where J tk  ht Q Q Qk is the Jacobian matrix, Q n is the vector of pumping rate at the kth
n

iteration, and htk  ht  Q nk  . Substituting equation (40) into constraints (37) to (39), linear
constraints at the kth iteration are obtained:

J

k
t 1

 J tk  Q kn 1  diag  Δ1  Δ2 ut  Δ2   htk1  htk    J tk1  J tk  Q nk ,
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(41)

J tk Q kn 1  diag  h target  L h  ut  h target  htk  J tk Q kn ,

(42)

J tk Q kn 1  diag  U h  h target  ut  U h  htk  J tk Q kn ,

(43)

k

k

k 1

k

where J t 1 , J t , and Q n are known values from the previous iteration, k, and Q n are the
decision variables (unknown) to be determined at the current iteration, k+1. A successive
procedure is needed to successively improve the solution until a stopping criterion is met.
2.3.2. Water balance equation at reservoir
Equation (30) is the water balance equation at reservoirs. The term

 Sp

( j)
t

is the total

jIN

spill from upstream reservoirs during time period t . This study projects future inflow I t to the
reservoirs via hydrologic modeling to predict runoff that enters reservoirs. The downscaled
precipitation projections under different climate change scenarios and GCMs are inputs to the
hydrologic model to produce runoff projections. Hydrologic modeling given different climate
change scenarios and GCMs will be discussed in the Chapters 4 and 5.
2.3.3. Water supply network
Equation (31) is the water balance equation at junction and demand nodes in a water
supply network given that reservoirs are the source of surface water and pumping wells are the
source of groundwater to the demand nodes.



iOUT

xt( i ) is the total outflow and

x

( j)
t

is the total

jIN

inflow for each node. For a junction node that diverts water to other nodes, bt is zero. For a
demand node, the total inflow is the sum of surface water and groundwater, the total outflow is
zero, and bt is water demand (negative value).
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2.3.4. Capacity constraints
Typical capacity constraints are originated from the infrastructure limitations of the water
supply network as in constraints (32)-(34). Usable reservoir storage is naturally bounded by the
reservoir capacity and the inactive storage. If flood control is part of reservoir operation, timevaried maximum storage limits are needed to accommodate high flow seasons (Tu et al. 2008).
Spill is the natural release of reservoir water to downstream and has a direct impact on
environments. If environmental flow is statutory, the minimum spill should fulfill the
requirement.
2.3.5. Transformation of MILFP to MILP
We can re-write the fractional programming problem into a successive mixed-integer
linear fractional programming problem (MILFP) as follows:

1

T

Maximize

1

T

Q kn 1

n

(S max  St )  

,

(44)

t

Subject to

J

k
t 1

 J tk  Q kn 1  diag  Δ1  Δ2 ut  Δ2   htk1  htk    J tk1  J tk  Q nk ,

(45)

J tk Q kn 1  diag  h target  L h  ut  h target  htk  J tk Q kn ,

(46)

J tk Q kn 1  diag  U h  h target  ut  U h  htk  J tk Q kn ,

(47)

St 1  St  I t   Spt( j )  R t  Spt  Et ,

(48)

jIN



iOUT

xt(i )   xt( j )  bt .

(49)

jIN

Following Charnes and Cooper (1962), a new variable is introduced:
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1

1

T

(S max  St )  

,

(50)

t

where   0 . Then, all variables are multiplied by  , which results in new variables as follows:
T

T
X  Q n , St , R t , Spt , xt   Q n , St , R t , Spt , xt  ,

(51)

ut  ut  0,  .

(52)

By multiplying the MILFP constraints with  and substituting with new variables, the original
MIFLP problem is transformed to the following mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem
(MINLP):
k 1

T
Maximize  1 Q n ,

(53)

n

Subject to

J

k
t 1

 J tk  Qn  diag  Δ1  Δ2 ut  Δ2   htk1  htk    J tk1  J tk  Qnk   0 ,
k 1

(54)

J tk Q n  diag  h target  L h ut  h target  htk  J tk Q kn   0 ,

(55)

J tk Q n  diag  U h  h target ut   U h  htk  J tk Q nk   0 ,

(56)

k 1

k 1

St 1  St  I t 



 Sp

jIN

( j)
t

 R t  Spt  Et ,

(57)

xt(i )   xt( j )  bt .

iOUT

(58)

jIN

To ensure (50) to be satisfied in the new formation, another constraint is imposed:

1

T

(S max  St )    1 .

(59)

t

The  multiplication also applies to the bound constraints of the variables in equation (51):
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X  X min  0
X  X max  0

.

(60)

The discontinuous variables product term ut in the constraints (54) to (56) imposes additional
nonlinearity. To deal with the discontinuous variables, we add the following four additional
constraints:

ut  U u t  0 ,

(61)

L u t  ut  0 ,

(62)

  ut  U u t  U ,

(63)

u t  L u t    L ,

(64)

such that ut can be treated as continuous variables. L is a negative value and U is a upper bound
of  . By adding the constraints (61)-(64), the successive MINLP problem becomes a successive
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem.
2.3.6. Transformation to successive MILP
Following (53)-(64), a successive mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem is
formulated. The solution procedure to deal with successive linear programming problems is the
same as Ahlfeld and Baro-Montes (2008) and Peralta et al. (2011). The successive approach
involves the repetition of solving an MILP problem and updating the Jacobian matrix in each
iteration until the solution meets convergence criteria. This study terminates the successive
procedure when the sum of absolute head differences at control locations between iterations is
less than a threshold, i.e.,

ht  Q nk 1   ht  Q nk    ,
1

(65)
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where

1

is the 1-norm and  is the convergence threshold. The IBM ILOG CPLEX

Optimizer (IBM, 2009) is used to solve the MILP problem.
2.4. Future reservoir inflow projection under climate change uncertainty
2.4.1. Hydroclimate projections and downscaling method
A hybrid downscaling method (i.e., both dynamical and statistical) is used in this study to
develop possible future climate change projections based on the CMIP5 GCM outputs. The
coarser resolution GCM outputs (~ 150 km) are first dynamically downscaled to 18 km
resolution using the International Centre for Theoretical Physics Regional Climate Model
version 4 (RegCM4) (Giorgi et al. 2012). The RegCM4-simulated temperature and precipitation
are then statistically interpolated and bias-corrected to 1/24° (~ 4 km) resolution for the follow-up
hydrologic simulation. This study selects 11 CMIP5 GCMs under the Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 emission scenario (ACCESS1-0, BCC-CSM1-1, CCSM4,
CMCC-CM, FGOALS-G2, GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-MR, MRICGCM3, and Nor-ESM1-M). This hybrid downscaling approach has been described in several
recent hydroclimate studies (Ashfaq et al., 2010, 2013).
For dynamical downscaling, RegCM4 is forced at its lateral and lower boundaries every 6
hours using atmospheric and sea-surface temperature fields from the GCMs. The RegCM4
simulations are carried out at 18 km horizontal grid spacing with 18 vertical levels that cover a
domain similar to Diffenbaugh et al. (2011). Each set of experiments consists of 41 years in the
baseline (1965–2005) and 41 years in the near future (2010–2050) periods with the first year
disregarded for model spin up.
While there are over 50 GCMs contributed to CMIP5, only less than one-third archived
three-dimensional atmospheric fields at a sub-daily timescale, which is necessary for dynamical
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downscaling. Therefore, the selection of GCMs in this study is mainly based on data availability.
After balancing the resource limitation and the need of multimodel projections, 11 ensemble
members—one from each different CMIP5 GCM—are selected in this study. The RCP 8.5
scenario is selected because it is closest to the current observed trajectory. The performance and
skills of each selected GCM are not specifically evaluated in this study.
After RegCM4 simulation, the 18 km daily precipitation and maximum/minimum surface
temperatures are statistically interpolated and bias corrected to 1/24° (~ 4km) resolution using a
quantile-based bias correction method (Ashfaq et al. 2010, 2013). The 1/24° (~ 4 km) resolution
1966–2005 monthly precipitation and temperature from the Parameter-elevation Regressions on
Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) (Daly et al. 2008) are used as the historic observation for
bias correction. Since most hydrologic models are highly sensitive to minor variations in
meteorological forcings, several studies have suggested that statistical bias correction should be
performed for the dynamically downscaled precipitation and temperature before conducting
hydrologic simulation for better accuracy and lower bias (Rojas et al. 2011; Ahmed et al. 2013).
2.4.2. Hydrologic modeling
2.4.2.1. Variable information capacity (VIC) hydrologic model
To simulate the natural inflow to reservoirs, the semi-distributed variable infiltration
capacity (VIC) hydrologic model (Liang et al. 1994, 1996) is used. VIC is a process-based
hydrological model that simulates evapotranspiration, snow pack, surface runoff, baseflow, and
other hydrologic mechanisms within a watershed. Within each grid cell, the water and energy
balances are solved for multiple elevation bands and vegetation types, allowing the model to
capture the subgrid variability of these land surface features. An external two-dimensional
horizontal routing algorithm can then be used to estimate streamflow at a specified location
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(Lohmann et al. 1998). The VIC model is widely used for climate change impact assessment and
can be used for either single basins (e.g., Christensen et al. 2004) or continental-scale studies
(e.g., Vetter et al. 2015; Hagemann et al. 2013). However, it should also be noted that the current
version of VIC model does not simulate groundwater.
Pre-organized VIC input data from Oubeidillah et al. (2014) are used to simulate surface
hydrology. The VIC model is implemented at 1/24° (~ 4 km) grid cell resolution with three-hour
time steps. Five elevation bands are considered to incorporate the variability within the grids in
precipitation and elevation. Based on the aggregated elevation from the National Elevation
Dataset (NED) (Gesch et al. 2002) and also flow direction from the National Hydrography
Dataset Plus (NHDPlus) (EPA and USGS, 2010), flow direction grids in northern Louisiana are
further generated for streamflow routing to the locations of reservoirs, and multiple USGS
gauges. Oubeidillah et al. (2014) provide further details on VIC model setup, input parameters,
and model calibration.
2.4.2.2. Hydrologic evaluation of landfill performance (HELP3) model
HELP3 (Schroeder et al. 1994) is a quasi-two-dimensional physically based and
deterministic hydrologic model. The model uses solution techniques to account for hydrologic
processes including surface storage, snowmelt, runoff, infiltration, vegetative growth and
evapotranspiration for each discrete layered soil column. HELP3 has been used in several studies
for hydrological modeling (Jyrkama et al. 2007; Scibek et al. 2007; Toews and Allen 2009;
Calderhead et al. 2012).
-

Observed hydrological data

HELP3 uses daily metrological data obtained from Daymet dataset (Thornton et al. 1997)
with 1/24° (~4km) resolution. Average annual wind speed and average quarterly relative
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humidity were obtained from Southern Regional Climate Center (Robbins 2013). The weather
generator (WGEN) model of Richardson and Wright (1984) was used to generate daily solar
radiation data. HELP3 also requires hydrological properties such as soil properties, land use/land
cover (LULC) and leaf area index (LAI) as its modeling input. The LULC dataset is extracted
from the National Land Cover Database 2011 (NLCD 2011; Homer et al. 2015) at 30 m
resolution. Soil properties are obtained from the soil maps downloaded from the U.S. Soil
Survey STATSGO2 archive of the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS 2016). Soil
properties and LULC are assumed to remain the same throughout the simulation period. LAI
maps are extracted from the LAI dataset from Yuan et al. (2011).
-

Model Setup and Calibration

Spatial extent of the modeling area is divided into discrete hydrological response units
(HRUs) according to their soil and hydrological properties. HRUs are also intersected by the grid
of the meteorological forcing data ( 1/ 24 resolution). As a result, each HRU has homogenous
hydrological characteristics and meteorological forcing. Curve numbers in HELP3 were
estimated using USGS WaterWatch monthly runoff for 1980 to 2005 and using the covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) (Hansen et al. 2003) to minimize root mean
square error (RMSE). Embarrassingly parallel approach was applied to the CMA-ES and
calibration and computation of HELP3. We used SuperMike-II at Louisiana State University for
parallel computing.
2.4.3. Inflow projection by Bayesian model averaging
Driven by the downscaled temperature and precipitation, the VIC model is used to
simulate an ensemble of 11 sets of baseline (1966–2005) and future (2011–2050) runoff and
streamflow projections. While all dynamically downscaled precipitation and temperature have
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been bias-corrected by PRISM (i.e., having climatological averages similar to PRISM), the VICsimulated runoff and streamflow during the baseline period can still vary due to differences in
the interannual variability of precipitation and temperature of each ensemble member. Therefore,
instead of assigning equal weight to each model, this study adopts the Bayesian model averaging
approach to derive an average runoff projection from multiple sets of reservoir inflow
projections. Higher weights are assigned to climate models that produce more similar interannual
runoff variability to the USGS WaterWatch runoff.
Inflows have been considered to follow a lognormal distribution (Vogel and Stedinger
1987; Vogel et al. 1999). In this study, BMA is used to calculate mean reservoir log-inflow
projection as follows:
Y t (D)   p Y t (D, M p ) Pr(M p D) ,

(66)

where Yt  ln(Ι t ) is the vector of natural logarithms of reservoir inflows,
Yt (D) is the vector of mean reservoir projected log-inflows at time t given data D,
Yt (D, M p ) is the vector of mean reservoir projected log-inflows by hydroclimate model Mp, at

time t given data D, and
Pr(M p D) is the posterior model probability for the hydroclimate model Mp, which is the model

weight for the hydroclimate model Mp. The variances of the reservoir projected log-inflows are
as follows:
 2 (Yt D)   p  2 (Yt D, M p ) Pr(M p D)   p (Yt (D, M p )  Yt (D)) 2 Pr(M p D) ,

(67)

where  2 (Yt D, M p ) are the log-inflow variances using the hydroclimate model Mp. The internal
uncertainty of individual hydroclimate models creates the first term in equation (67). The mean
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inflow projection uncertainty using different hydroclimate models creates the second term in
equation (67).
Calculating Yt (D, M p ) can be challenging if full model parameter range of hydroclimate
model Mp is taken into account. Following the suggestion of Draper (1995), Yt (D, M p ) is
approximated by Yt (D, βˆ p , M p ) , where βˆ p is the maximum likelihood estimate of model
parameters βˆ p of the hydroclimate model Mp. Therefore, Yt (D, M p ) is approximated by the logrunoff output of the calibrated VIC model with climate forcing from a GCM.
Calculating the model weight Pr(M p D) is another challenging task due to the
calculation of the marginal likelihood in the Bayes’ theorem. Many studies have contributed to
the discussions of how Pr(M p D) be calculated. This study does not elaborate on these
discussions, but simply adopts the Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz 1978) and the
variance window (Tsai and Li 2008) to approximate the marginal likelihood function. The
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is

BIC p  
i

(lnQ p ,i  ln Qiobs ) 2

 p2 ,i

 N ln 2  k p ln( N ) ,

where
lnQ p ,i is the i th log-runoff projected by the hydroclimate model Mp,

ln Qiobs is the i th USGS WaterWatch runoff data,
th
 p2 ,i is the error variance for the i runoff data,

N is the number runoff data, and
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(68)

k p is the number of unknown model parameters. The model weight can be approximated by the
following equation:
Pr(M p D) 

exp( 12  (BIC p  BIC min ))

 exp(

1
2

 (BICq  BIC min ))

,

(69)

q

where  is the scaling factor, and BICmin is the minimum BIC value of all hydroclimate models.
Tsai and Li (2008) provide the details on implementation. Climate models that produce
interannual runoff variability similar to the USGS WaterWatch log-runoffs will have smaller
BIC values and higher model weights.
2.5. Uncertainty estimation in modeling climate change impacts on runoffs
2.5.1. Ensemble averaging methods and projection variance estimation
This study investigates three ensemble averaging methods, SMA, REA, and HBMA.
2.5.1.1. SMA and ANOVA
SMA averages outputs of all hydroclimate models with equal weights as follows:
Qt




N
i 1

Qt( i )

N

,

(70)

where Qt is the ensemble average of projected runoffs at time t; Qt(i ) is the projected runoff by
hydroclimate model i, at time t; and N is the total number of hydroclimate models in the
ensemble.
ANOVA is used in this study to estimate variance contribution from each source of
uncertainty to total variance in the SMA runoff projection. An ANOVA model is used to
quantify the deviation of projected runoff of individual hydroclimate model from the ensemble
mean. As we consider GCMs, downscaling methods and emission scenarios as the main sources
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of uncertainty, the ANOVA model can be formulated as follows (Yip et al. 2011; Bosshard et al.
2013):

Qt ( g , d , e)  Qt ( , , )  GCM t ( g , , )  DM t ( , d , )  EPt ( , , e)   t ( g , d , e) ,

(71)

where is the projected runoff by a hydroclimate model given a GCM (g), a downscaling method
(d), and an emission path (e) at time t; represents an averaging over a particular uncertainty
source; is the ensemble average; is the runoff deviation due to different GCMs at time t; is
the runoff deviation due to different downscaling methods at time t; is the runoff deviation due
to different emission scenarios at time t; and is the collective term representing the runoff
deviation due to interaction of sources of uncertainty. Yip et al. (2011) explained the notion of
interaction as how models react differently to emission scenarios. Bosshard et al (2013)
considered the interaction effects as the effects that are not represented by independent sources
of uncertainty and do not combine additively. Using the ANOVA model in equation (71), the
total variance can be split into individual variances of different sources of uncertainty and their
interaction as follows:
2
2
2
 Q2   GCM
  DM
  EP
  2 ,

(72)

2
2
2
where  Q2 is the total variance;  GCM
,  DM
,  EP
, and  2 are the variances due to GCM,

downscaling method, emission scenario and their interactions, respectively.  2 is in fact the
fraction of total variance that is not accounted for directly from the sources of uncertainty. Yip et
al. (2011) explained that the variance due to interaction between sources of uncertainty in the
climate projections may be generated from different responses of GCMs to different emission
scenarios. The variances in equation (72) can be calculated as follows:

 Q2 

1
NGCM

1
1
N DM N EP

 g  d  e Qt ( g , d , e)  Qt ( ,
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where N GCM , N DM and N EP are the total number of GCMs, downscaling methods and emission
scenarios considered, respectively. Readers are referred to Yip et al. (2011) and Bosshard et al
(2013) for the detailed implementation of ANOVA.
2.5.1.2. REA
Reliability ensemble averaging (REA) (Georgi and Mearns 2002) weighs each ensemble
member based on performance reliability factors that are derived from historical and future
projection convergence. These reliability factors are then used to calculate the ensemble average.
A reliability factor for a hydroclimate model can be calculated using the following equation:

R (i )  ( RB(i ) ) m ( RD(i ) ) n 

1
mn

 

   Q(i )
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1

 mn

 .



(78)

The weighted average of future runoff projections is derived as follows:

R Q

R
(i )

Qt

i

(i )
t

(i )

,

(79)

i

and the total variance of REA projection is obtained as follows:
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R
i

(i )

(Qt(i )  Qt ) 2

R

(i )

.

(80)

i

R ( i ) is the reliability factor of hydroclimate model i ; RB(i )   Q B (i ) and RD(i )   Q D (i ) are
the reliability criteria; B (i ) is the bias of simulated mean runoff by hydroclimate model i for
historical period from historical mean runoff; D (i )  Qt(i )  Qt is the difference of projected mean
runoff by hydroclimate model i from the ensemble average; and  Q is a measure of natural
variability. Georgi and Mearns (2002) suggested to detrend and smoothen historical data by
using moving average of the data (30-yr moving average) and then calculate natural variability as
the difference between an upper and a lower percentile of the moving averages. In this study, the
25 and 75 percentiles of 50-yr moving average are used to calculate the natural variability. m
and n are user defined exponents assigned to weigh each reliability criterion.

RB(i ) and RD(i ) are set to 1 if natural variability is greater than the absolute values of B (i ) and

D (i ) , respectively. D (i ) is calculated in an iterative procedure because Qt is not known. The first
guess for Qt can be the non-weighted average of hydroclimate simulated runoffs. Iterative
solution is converged when an error threshold is met. Finally, model weights can be calculated
by normalizing the performance reliabilities by their summation.
2.5.1.3. HBMA
This study adopts HBMA (Tsai and Elshall 2013) as an ensemble averaging method. The HBMA
extends BMA (Hoeting et al. 1999) for segregating sources of uncertainty. HBMA segregates
uncertainty sources in a hierarchical order as a BMA tree shown in Figure 2-1
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Figure 2-1. BMA tree for runoff projections of hydroclimate models.
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Level 1 considers two emission scenarios. Level 2 considers three downscaling methods
under each RCP. At level 3, there are 13 GCMs given an RCP and a downscaling method.A total
of 78 GCMs are presented at the base level (level 3) of the BMA tree as the combinations of the
GCMs, downscaling methods and emission scenarios. The climate change projection from each
GCM at level 3 is a forcing input to the HELP3 to form a hydroclimate model. In other words,
there are 78 hydroclimate models (base models) at the base level. Conducting BMA of 13 GCMs
at the base level under each of the three downscaling methods results in six BMA hydroclimate
models at level 2. Conducting BMA of the three BMA hydroclimate models at level 2 under
each of the two RCPs results in two BMA hydroclimate models at level 1. Conducting BMA of
the two BMA hydroclimate models at level 1 results in a BMA hydroclimate model at the
hierarch level, which includes all considered RCPs, downscaling methods, and GCMs.
Using this hierarchy, the mean and variance of a projected runoff for a hydroclimate
model at level can be derived from following equations (Tsai and Elshall 2013):

Qt (D, M n )   p Qt (D, M (np1) ) Pr(M (np1) D , M n ) ,

(81)

and

 2 (Qt D, M n )   p  2 (Qt D, M (np1) ) Pr(M (np1) D , M n )
  p (Qt (D, M (np1) )  Qt (D, M n )) 2 Pr(M (np1) D , M n )

,

(82)

where Qt (D, M n ) is the vector of averaged runoff projections at level n at time t, weighted by
the conditional model weights, Pr(M (np1) D , M n ) ; Qt (D, M (np1) ) is the vector of projected runoffs
by hydroclimate model M (np 1) at level n+1 at time t; Pr(M (np1) D , M n ) is the conditional model
weight of hydroclimate model M (np 1) under a model M n at level n;  2 (Qt D, M n ) is the vector of
variances of projected runoffs at level n at time t; and  2 (Qt D, M (np1) ) is the runoff projection
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variance by hydroclimate model M (np 1) at level n+1 at time t.The first term at the right hand side
of equation (82) is the averaged runoff projection variance, weighted by the conditional model
weights, which represents the within-model variance at level n. The second term is the betweenmodel variance of runoff projection, which is derived from the spread of runoff projections by
the hydroclimate models at level n+1 around the averaged runoff projections at level n.
The conditional model weight, Pr(M (np1) D , M n ) is calculated as:

Pr(M (np1) D , M n ) 

Pr(M (np1) D)
,
 q Pr(M (nq)1 D)

(83)

where Pr(M (np 1) D) is the model weight (posterior model probability) for the hydroclimate model

M ( p ) at level n+1. This study adopts Bayes’ theorem, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
(Schwarz 1978) and the variance window (Tsai and Li 2008) to approximate model weight
calculation for the 78 hydroclimate models at the base level (level 3). Based on the BIC, the
hydroclimate models at the base level that produce similar interannual variability to the USGS
WaterWatch runoffs have higher model weights.
-

Projection mean and variance at the hierarch level

Based on equations (81)-(82) the BMA mean of runoff projection at the hierarch level
(the top-most level in the BMA tree shown in Figure 2-1) can be obtained as follows:

Qt (D)  EM1 EM2 EM3 Qt (D, M 3 )  ,

(84)

where EM n  is the expectation operator to average runoff projections over the hydroclimate
models at level n. Variance of the runoff projection at the hierarch level can be similarly
formulated as:
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 2 (Qt D)  VarM Qt (D, M1 )   EM VarM Qt (D, M 2 ) 
1

1

2

 EM1 EM 2VarM3 Qt (D, M 3 )   EM1 EM 2 EM3  2 Qt (D, M 3 ) 

,

(85)

where VarM n  is the variance operator that calculates the between-model variances of models
at level n. The first three terms on the right hand side of equation (85) are the runoff projection
variances due to the emission scenarios, downscaling methods and GCMs, respectively. The
fourth term on the right hand side of equation (85) is the runoff projection variance due to
internal variability and parameter uncertainty of GCMs. Equation (85) presents an approach to
evaluate contributions of variances from different sources of uncertainty to the total variance.
The fourth term is not considered in this study due to the lack of information about the GCM
internal variability and parameter uncertainty.
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Chapter 3. Conjunctive Use for Northern Louisiana
3.1. Unsustainable use of groundwater
The proposed methodology is applied to a study of conjunctive use of surface water and
groundwater for northern Louisiana, USA, shown in Figure 3-1. Although surface water is
abundant, the main source of water supply for the area is groundwater from the Sparta aquifer.
The areal extent of the Sparta aquifer covers south-southeastern Arkansas, north-central
Louisiana, eastern Texas and northwestern Mississippi (McKee and Clark 2003). The outcrops of
the Sparta aquifer are the areas along the north-west and south-west boundaries. The majority of
the Sparta aquifer, around 84175 square kilometers (32,500 square miles) (McKee et al. 2004) is
in Louisiana and Arkansas.
In Louisiana, the pumping rate from the Sparta aquifer is between 246052 to 264979
m3/day (65 to 70 million gallons per day; MGD) from 1980 to 2010 (Meyer et al. 2002). More
than 40% of withdrawn groundwater is used by industry that provides crucial economic
development to the area. More than 50% withdrawn groundwater is for public supply. According
to the Louisiana Sparta Ground Water Commission (2015), the Sparta aquifer provides drinking
water to approximately 238,000 people in northern Louisiana. As shown in Figure 3-1, the
Louisiana pumping wells are located in the central to western regions. Saltwater is present in the
east of the Sparta aquifer (Brantly et al. 2002). In the past thirty years, groundwater levels have
declined at average rates of one to three feet per year and have dropped below the top of the
aquifer in many areas (McKee and Clark 2003), which promulgated “Areas of Groundwater
Concern” for these areas in 2005 by the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Office of
Conservation (LaDNR 2015).
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Figure 3-1. Areal extent of Sparta Aquifer (top-right figure, solid circles are pumping wells
(modified from McKee and Clark 2003) and watershed boundaries for the four lakes. Open
circles in the main map are selected USGS groundwater observation wells in Ouachita.
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Continuing the status quo pumping pattern will result in expansion of cones of
depression, increased cost of drilling and pumping, decreased aquifer yield, deterioration of
water quality, intrusion of salt water, and compaction of sands that can permanently reduce the
aquifer capacity for storing water. It is necessary to restore groundwater level to a certain level
such that the Sparta aquifer can provide sustainable water resources for the region.
Based on abundant surface water present in Louisiana and Arkansas, using surface water
to reduce the stress on the Sparta aquifer is a rational solution. The Sparta Groundwater
Commission study (Meyer et al. 2002) suggested alternative sources from major lakes, reservoirs
and rivers. The USGS study (McKee et al. 2004) suggested alternative water sources from rivers
and streams to reduce pumping and increase groundwater level. The City of West Monroe
constructed a wastewater recycling plant (Sparta Re-use Facility) and put it into service in 2012.
The recycled water is dedicated to a single industrial user in exchange of reducing groundwater
pumping by the company.
3.2. Groundwater modeling
The Sparta aquifer groundwater flow model was originally developed, calibrated, and
documented by McKee and Clark (2003) using MODFLOW-2000 with the focus of the study
being on the Arkansas portion of the aquifer. The original model’s time span was from the year
1889 to the year 1997 (see Table 3-1). Withdrawal rates from 1980 to 2010 were updated with
the focus on the Louisiana portion of the Sparta aquifer, while the physical structure of the model
held constant. Following assumptions made by McKee and Clark (2003) in the original model
remained valid in this study’s development: (1) hydraulic properties are homogeneous within a
model cell of the finite-difference grid; (3) the system is horizontally isotropic; (4) pumpage in a
model cell may represent multiple wells, but is simulated as a single withdrawal from the cell
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center; (5) pumpage throughout a stress period is constant and represents an average pumping
rate throughout that time period; and (6) recharge from precipitation is constant throughout the
entire model simulation.
Table 3-1. MODFLOW stress periods and their corresponding durations for the Sparta aquifer
groundwater model (McKee and Clark 2003)
Stress period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Start of year
1898
1900
1920
1925
1930
1931
1935
1938
1943
1944
1948
1950
1952
1955
1957
1958
1963
1965
1968
1970
1971
1973
1978
1981
1983
1985
1986
1990
1995
1998
2001
2006

End of year
1899
1919
1924
1929
1930
1934
1937
1942
1943
1947
1949
1951
1954
1956
1957
1962
1964
1967
1969
1970
1972
1977
1980
1982
1984
1985
1989
1994
1997
2000
2005
2010
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Total years
2
20
5
5
1
4
3
5
1
4
2
2
3
2
1
5
2
3
2
1
2
5
3
2
2
1
4
5
3
3
5
5

3.2.1. Spatial discretization
Modeling area is discretized into a uniform 2.6 square kilometer (1 square mile) cells
producing 267 rows by 218 columns, therefore covering 150753 km2 (58,206 square miles) of
which 38,220 are active cells. Sparta aquifer is simulated using two layers separated by a quasi3D confining bed representing a semi-confining unit of clay that exists, but is not well defined, in
southern Arkansas and north-central Louisiana (McKee and Clark 2003). The underlying
formation, Cane river formation and northward beyond that clays of the Wilcox group, is
assumed to provide enough confining condition and therefore, considered as a no flow boundary.
Leakage from The overlying geologic units, Cockfield aquifer or Cook Mountain Formation
where Cockfield aquifer is absent, were simulated using the MODFLOW-2000 river package.
Head dependent boundaries were implemented on the north and south of the aquifer using
general head boundary package of MODFLOW. These boundaries are artificially placed far
enough from primary areas of concern and interest to make sure the boundary effects are
minimal. A no flow boundary is considered for the western and southwestern part of the model
where it meets Fall line and Mississippi river (McKee and Clark 2003).
Withdrawal rates of the Louisiana were updated from 1980 to 2010 by the pumpage data
provided by USGS. These data is reflected in the well package of MODFLOW. All other
hydraulic properties of the model held as was estimated by McKee and Clark (2003).
3.2.2. Temporal discretization
Intervals of relatively constant ground-water withdrawals were selected as separate stress
periods. Length of stress periods vary from 1 year to 20 years in the original model. USGS
pumping data provides a five-year interval data, which updating the model with this data results
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in extra stress periods until 1997 and five-year stress period afterwards. Length and number of
stress periods is shown in Table 3-1.
3.3. Proposed water supply network for conjunctive use
This study proposes a hypothetical water supply network based on the former study of
Meyer et al. (2002) that may hydrologically deliver surface water from Bayou D’Arbonne Lake,
Lake Claiborne, Corney Lake, and Lake Bistineau as alternative water sources to major cities in
northern Louisiana. Figure 3-1 shows the major cities and watershed boundaries of the four
reservoirs. The watershed areas for Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne, Corney Lake, and
Lake Bistineau are 4157 , 334, 1108, 3768 km2 (1605, 129, 428, 1455 mi2), respectively. Lake
Bistineau is in Loggy Bayou subbasin (HUC8 No. 11140203). Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, Lake
Claiborne, and Corney Lake are in Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin (HUC8 No. 08040206). Spills
from Lake Claiborne and Corney Lake flow to Bayou D’Arbonne Lake. Spills from Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake flow to Ouachita River. Spills from Lake Bistineau flows to Red River.
This study focuses on optimizing pumping rates that supply groundwater to three major
cities in the critical areas of the Sparta aquifer, Monroe (Ouachita Parish), Ruston (Lincoln
Parish), and Farmerville (Union Parish), As shown in Figure 3-1, there are four pumping centers
for Monroe, one pumping center for Ruston, and one pumping center for Farmerville.
Four USGS observation wells in Ouachita Parish and two in Lincoln Parish are selected
to gauge groundwater levels with respect to their target levels. Groundwater levels in 1975 for
the Ouachita wells and 1985 for the Lincoln wells are used as the pre-development target levels.
Groundwater levels started to decline significantly thereafter in these regions. Raising
groundwater levels in the selected Ouachita wells potentially reduce the saltwater intrusion threat
from the east.
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The configuration of the proposed water supply network is shown in Figure 3-2 The
network includes four reservoirs, six junctions, three groundwater supply wells, and six demand
nodes, Farmerville (Union Parish), Monroe (Ouachita Parish), Ruston (Lincoln Parish), Arcadia
(Bienville Parish), Homer (Claiborne Parish) and Minden (Webster Parish). The water demands
for these cities in the network are shown in Table 3-2, which are estimated by the water use data
from the 2010 Louisiana Water Use report (Sargent 2012) and personal communication with the
USGS. Water demands are assumed to be constant throughout the simulation period. Through
this network, we investigate a major change of water use in northern Louisiana by replacing
groundwater use with reservoir water. We propose sole surface water supply to Arcadia, Minden
and Homer. We concentrate on a conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water to
Farmerville, Monroe, and Ruston. Farmerville and Monroe may receive surface water from
Bayou D’Arbonne Lake. Ruston may receive Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne, and Lake
Bistineau.
3.4. Conjunctive-use model
The proposed water supply network is applied to the proposed conjunctive-use model for
the period 2001 to 2010 to retrospectively optimize water uses and raise groundwater level in the
stressed areas in Ouachita and Lincoln Parishes. The historical period makes available water
demand data, surface runoff data, pumping data, and groundwater level data for comparison
purposes. The monthly runoff inflows to the reservoirs shown in Figure 3-3 are calculated using
the area ratios and USGS WaterWatch runoff data for HUC8 (USGS 2015). The runoff inflow of
Bayou D'Arbonne Lake does not include spills from Corney Lake and Lake Claiborne.
Evaporation from surface of the proposed reservoirs is assumed to be negligible compared to
their inflow. The maximum and minimum reservoir storages are obtained from the USACE
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National Dam Inventory (USACE 2015). We consider no capacity limit for the arcs in the
proposed water supply network. Initial reservoir storages are full as obtained from the USGS
gage height readings. We use   1 in the fractional objective function (28) to have a non-zero
denominator at all times. Monthly network flows are simulated.
This study adopts the USGS Sparta model (McKee and Clark 2003) to simulate
groundwater head in the Sparta aquifer. The modeling area shown in Figure 3-1 is discretized
into 267 rows, 218 columns with 2.59-square kilometer (1-square mile) cells. There are 38,220
active cells. The Sparta model was developed using two layers separated by a quasi-3D
confining bed representing a semi-confining unit of clay. In addition to the anthropogenic
pumping, the groundwater model includes precipitation recharge and interaction between rivers
and the aquifer system. Readers are referred to McKee and Clark (2003) for detailed model
development. The USGS model was developed and calibrated for the period from 1898 to 1997.
For this study, groundwater pumping rates from 1980 to 2010 for Louisiana were updated in the
model using new pumping data from the USGS Louisiana Water Science Center. Due to a lack
of information from Arkansas, the pumping rate from 1998 to 2010 for the state of Arkansas is
assumed the same as the 1997 pumping rate. The simulated groundwater level at the end of 2000
is used as the initial condition for groundwater modeling from 2001 to 2010 for the conjunctiveuse study.
Table 3-2. Water demands at demand nodes (m3/day) (Sargent, 2012)
City
Demand (m3/day)

Farmerville Monroe Ruston Arcadia Homer Minden
13892

184046
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32365

16315

8858

26763

Yearly pumping rates of the selected pumping centers shown in Figure 3-1 are decision
variables in the conjunctive-use model. The total number of decision variables is 60. The
maximum pumping rates are determined from the historical pumping data from Meyer et al.
(2002) and personal communication with the USGS Louisiana Water Science Center. Monthly
groundwater heads are simulated. The total number of calculated heads at the selected USGS
observation wells is 60. This results in a 60 by 60 response matrix that is calculated by 61
MODFLOW runs simultaneously in the supercomputer, SuperMIC, of Louisiana State
University. The response matrix is updated in each iteration during successive optimization. The
MILP optimization problem consists of 2880 variables and 8760 constraints and is written into
the MPS format to be solved by the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer.

Figure 3-2. Configuration of the proposed water supply network for northern Louisiana.
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Figure 3-3. Computed runoff inflows (m3/day) for Corney Lake, Lake Claiborne, Bayou D'Arbonne Lake, and Lake Bistineau. The
runoff inflow of Bayou D'Arbonne Lake does not include spills from Corney Lake and Lake Claiborne.
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3.4.1. Sensitivity of Δ1 and Δ 2 coefficients
Choosing appropriate Δ1 and Δ 2 values in the groundwater head constraint (36) depends
on current groundwater levels and analyst’s choice with regard to the target levels. If the current
groundwater levels are lower than the target levels, coefficient Δ1 determines limitation put on
groundwater extraction in order to make improvement in groundwater level. On the other hand,
coefficient Δ 2 will take effect and pumping may be increased when groundwater levels are
above target levels. Before solving the complete conjunctive-use optimization problem with six
pumping centers and six observation wells, we only consider one pumping center Ou-W1 and
one USGS observation well Ou-401A to investigate the sensitivity of optimal solutions to Δ1 and

Δ 2 choices. Ou-W1 supplies groundwater to Monroe and has the highest withdrawal rate in the
region. The Sparta groundwater study (Meyer et al. 2002) describes Ou-W1 the most influential
pumping center in the Sparta aquifer. The groundwater head in the beginning of 2001 is 14.42 m
(47.3 ft) below NGVD 1929. The target level is 9.14 m (30 ft) below NGVD 1929.
Using higher Δ1 value results in less pumping rate before the target groundwater level is
met at the first time and less time to reach the target groundwater level. However, higher Δ1
value will sharply decrease pumping rate at the very first stress periods as shown in Figure 3-4(a)
and Figure 3-4(b), which is not desirable from the management perspective. Coefficient Δ 2 has
no effect on the optimal solutions if Δ 2 is less than Δ1 and the target head is not reached.
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Figure 3-4. Optimized pumping rate (m3/day) of Ou-W1 given the coefficient Δ1 = 0.61 m (2 ft)
and Δ1 = 0.914 m (3 ft) with different coefficient Δ 2 values in meters.
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When Δ 2 is much higher than Δ1 , optimization may force groundwater head to reach its
target level earlier in order to exchange higher pumping rate for later time. This is seen in
Figure 3-5(b) for Δ1 = 0.914 m (3 ft) and Δ 2 = 1.524 m (5 ft). Higher Δ 2 value produce higher
total pumpage, create higher fluctuation in groundwater head and pumping rate, and significantly
lower groundwater level in the last stress period. On the other hand, Δ 2 value close to zero will
significantly decrease total pumpage, which is not desirable for the conjunctive use. Selecting
proper Δ 2 value close to Δ1 value will produce reasonable fluctuation that is needed to increase
total pumpage.
In what follows, Δ1 = 0.61 m (2 ft) and Δ 2 = 0.305 m (1 ft) are chosen for the proposed
conjunctive-use optimization model to avoid high groundwater level fluctuations over time and
significant head drops in the final stress period. Moreover, groundwater target levels can be
reached between 2001 and 2010 in most of the selected observation wells.
3.5. Results and discussion
By using a fractional objective function (28), withdrawals from pumping centers are
expected to be maximized while satisfying the groundwater head constraints. In addition, the
change in the reservoir storages that are used to satisfy remaining water demands are expected to
be minimized. As indicated before the solution process of the proposed methodology is simple
and computationally efficient since it solves the equivalent MILP. Each iteration takes about 1
second to solve by IBM ILOG CPLEX on a single CPU run for the relatively complex problem
of this case study. However, the iterative solution to the response matrix approach and
groundwater head linearization needs to be run paralleled on high performance computing
platforms to be computationally beneficiary. The convergence threshold is  = 0.914 m (3 ft).
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Sixty five iterations were needed to meet the convergence threshold. Figure 3-6 shows the
convergence of the optimization and the change in objective function value through these
iterations.

Figure 3-5. Optimized groundwater levels (m) above NGVD 1929 at Ou-401A given the
coefficient Δ1 = 0.61 m (2 ft) and Δ 2 =0.914 m (3 ft) with different coefficient b values in meters.
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Figure 3-6. Sum of absolute head differences and objective function value (Z) over iterations.
Optimized pumping rates produced by the conjunctive-use model in comparison with the
historical pumping rates in 2001 to 2010 are shown in Figure 3-7. The optimized Ou-W1
pumping rate is significantly reduced to have the greatest impact on raising groundwater head in
Ouachita observation wells. The optimized L-W1 pumping rate is reduced to raise groundwater
head in L-26 and L-68. Since there is no groundwater head constraint imposed in Union Parish
and U-W1 has little impact on the selected observation wells, the optimized U-W1 pumping rate
is increased to pump more groundwater.
Comparison of the optimized averaged pumping rates and the averaged historical
pumping rate for individual pumping centers over 10 years is shown in Figure 3-8. The selected
Ouachita wells have overall 39% pumping rate reduction by the conjunctive use. Ou-W1, which
is historically responsible for 60% of the total withdrawals of the four Ouachita wells, has
78.52% reduction of its historical pumping rate by the conjunctive use. Other three Ouachita
wells have increased pumping rate by a total of 19% by the conjunctive use. The pumping rate at
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U-W1 is increased by 316.47% and at L-W1 is decreased by 57.92% by the conjunctive use with
respect to their historical pumping rates.

Figure 3 7. (a) Optimized pumping rates (m3/day), and (b) historical pumping rates (m3/day).
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Groundwater levels in 2001 to 2010 in the USGS observation wells are very low as
shown in Figure 3-9. The optimized solutions raise groundwater head in the Ouachita
observation wells beyond their target levels in a 10-year span. The target levels of 1985 for the
Lincoln observation wells are too high to be achieved in 10 years given the coefficient 1 =0.61
m (2 ft). Groundwater levels are all raised significantly from the conjunctive-use model. The
increase of groundwater level in 10 years is resulted of a 24946 m3/day (6.59 MGD) reduction in
10-year average of total pumping rate, 28.93% reduction from the total historical pumpage of the
six pumping centers. Groundwater level is raised 6.96 m (22.82 ft) in average at observation
wells. Figure 3-10 shows the simulated groundwater head distribution in 2010 with historical
pumping rate and the distribution of groundwater head increase in 2010 by the conjunctive-use
model. Groundwater levels in Ouachita and Lincoln Parishes are significantly increased by
reducing pumping rates. Groundwater head at Ou-W1 increases from -82 m (-269 ft) to -33.44 m
(-113 ft) and at L-W1 increases from -40.84 m (-134 ft) to -14.33 m (-47 ft) at the end of 2010 by
the conjunctive use. Groundwater level at U-W1 is shown a decrease by 4.88 m (16 ft), which is
due to the increased pumpage at this pumping center. It is worth mentioning that the reductions
in pumpages in the northern Louisiana do not have significant effects on groundwater levels in
the Sparta aquifer’s portion in Arkansas in the near future.
Variations of the reservoir storages over the 10-year optimal operation are shown in
Figure 3-11. The four reservoirs remain at or close to their maximum storages most of the time
because inflows to the reservoir are abundant (see Figure 3-11) and storage deficits are
minimized through the fractional objective function. Corney Lake has no direct impact on
demand nodes. Noticeable deficits from the maximum storages occur in 2003, 2005, 2006 and
2010 as the inflows are very low in these years. The total deficits are 776009, 115897952,
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42362543, and 33485753 m3 (205, 30,617, 11,191, and 8,846 million gallons) over the 10 years
for Corney Lake, Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne and Lake Bistineau, respectively.

Figure 3-8. Comparison of optimized averaged pumping rates (m3/day) with historical averaged
pumping rates (m3/day) in 2001-2010 at the selected pumping centers.
Total amount of surface water used to satisfy the demands is 1.98% of the total reservoir
inflows. 94.83% of Lake Claiborne inflow and 100% of Corney Lake inflow are spilled to Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake. The other 5.17% of Lake Claiborne inflow is used to satisfy demands at
Minden, Homer and Arcadia. 97.48% of the Bayou D’Arbonne Lake inflow is spilled to
Ouachita River while the other 2.52% inflow supplies the demands at Monroe, Farmerville and
Ruston. Only 0.78% of Lake Bistineau inflow is used and delivered to Minden, leaving 99.22%
of inflow as spill to Red River. Very high percentages of spill from reservoirs and the fact that
the reservoir storages are at maximum or close to maximum storages at all times can be
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translated to the low effect of neglecting the evaporation loss from the reservoirs in this case
study. In addition, high amount of spills from these reservoirs will satisfy any existing minimum
environmental releases.
Demands at the six major cities are 100% supplied by the groundwater and surface water.
Arcadia and Homer are completely supplied by Lake Claiborne. Figure 3-12 shows the supply
share of groundwater and surface water over time for Monroe, Farmerville, Ruston and Minden.
Monroe is supplied with more surface water from Bayou D’Arbonne Lake than groundwater due
to the conditional head constraint. The increasing trend of the pumping rate for Monroe supports
the situation that the fractional objective tends to increase groundwater withdrawals after the
target levels in Ouachita Parish are met. Farmerville (Union) is supplied with surface water from
the Bayou D’Arbonne Lake along with the groundwater from U-W1which supplies more than
81% of the demand at all times. Bayou D’Arbonne Lake is the major surface water source to
Ruston. Lake Bistineau provides an average of 16.34% of the demand in the time period of the
month August in 2006 to the month October of 2007 with a peak in fall of 2006.Ruston does not
use Lake Claiborne waters in the optimized solution. The increasing trend in the surface water
use (decreasing groundwater supply trend) in Ruston is because the target levels in Lincoln
Parish are not met by 2010. Lake Bistineau is the main water source to Minden. Lake Claiborne
also provides essential water to satisfy Minden demand.
3.6. Conclusion
The mixed integer linear fractional programming (MILFP) with binary variables is able
to be transformed to an equivalent of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) using the
proposed transformation technique and the Charnes-Cooper transformation approach. The
solutions of the MILFP problem can be obtained by solving the equivalent MILP problem.
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Figure 3-9. Comparisons of optimized groundwater levels (m) with historical groundwater levels (m) above NGVD 1929 at the
selected six USGS observation wells.
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Figure 3-10. (a) Calculated groundwater level (m) above NGVD 1929 at the end of 2010 using historical pumping rates, and (b)
difference (m) between the optimized groundwater level at the end of 2010 and the groundwater level in Figure (a).
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Figure 3-11. Optimized reservoir storages (m3) for Lake Claiborne, Bayou D'Arbonne Lake, and
Lake Bistineau.
Fractional programming is an ideal approach to formulate a conjunctive use of
groundwater and surface water through a water supply network. The response matrix approach is
an adequate approach to linearize constraints that involve groundwater heads such that solutions
of a mixed integer nonlinear fractional programming (MINLFP) problem can be obtained by
solving an MILFP problem successively. Independency in evaluating sensitivity values enables
the use of parallel computing to significantly reduce computation time in updating the response
matrix in each successive iteration that involves time-consuming groundwater modeling. The
proposed conditional groundwater head constraint is a groundwater conservation measure, by
which groundwater sustainability is considered while maximizing groundwater use through the
fractional function. The conjunctive-use model reduces groundwater pumping before
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groundwater heads in specified observation wells meet target levels. Once groundwater heads
reach the target level, the conjunctive-use model maximizes groundwater use and minimizes
deficits of reservoir storages.
The conjunctive-use model provides an unprecedented water resources management
approach to northern Louisiana, where the Sparta aquifer is on the verge of facing unsustainable
situation as abundant surface water is present. The proposed water supply network provides
potential solutions to combat depleting Sparta groundwater resources by transmitting reservoir
waters to the major cities. The conjunctive-use model is able to provide a solution that minimizes
surface water usages, maximizes groundwater usages while raising groundwater levels to target
levels.
The solution from the conjunctive-use model has useful inferences for the future water
resources management for the Sparta aquifer in northern Louisiana. The solution indicates the
usefulness of the specific groundwater head constraints ( 1 = 0.61 m and  2 =0.305 m) and the
selected observation wells as control points to raise groundwater head above target levels in the
future while maximizing groundwater use. Pumping rate for the pumping center Ou-W1 has to
be significantly reduced to around 7571 m3/day (2 MGD) in the future in order to have an
effective impact on raising groundwater level. The reduced groundwater pumping can be
counterbalanced by the Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, which can provide more than 132489 m3/day
(35 MGD) sustainable freshwater to the Monroe area and more than 15141 m3/day (4 MGD)
sustainable freshwater to the Ruston area. If the proposed water supply network becomes
successful, the solution would be able to resolve the persistent issues with the Sparta aquifer in
northern Louisiana.
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Figure 3-12. Surface water and groundwater supplies (m3/day) at (a) Monroe, (b) Farmerville, (c) Ruston, and (d) Minden.
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Chapter 4. Quantifying Uncertainty Sources in Modeling Climate Change
Impact on Runoffs in Northern Louisiana
4.1. Study region
Future runoff for two USGS HUC8 subbasins is studied as shown in Figure 4-1: Bayou
D’Arbonne (08040206) and Loggy Bayou (11140203) across south Arkansas and north
Louisiana. Future runoff in the two subbasins directly determines inflow availability to Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake and Lake Bistineau. Bayou D’Arbonne Lake is for recreational use and water
supply. Lake Bistineau is for recreational use and flood control. The areal extents are 3,871 km2
and 4,974 km2 for Loggy Bayou subbasin and Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin, respectively. USGS
WaterWatch runoff data in 1980-2005 shows mean annual runoff of 424 mm for Loggy Bayou
subbasin and 354 mm for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. More than 80% of runoff in both
subbasins occurs in spring and winter seasons. Surface water in this region is being considered as
an alternative resource to the highly stressed Sparta aquifer (McKee et al., 2004). Therefore,
projection of future runoff is important to water resources management in the region.
4.2. Data
4.2.1. Downscaled GCM data
This study uses three statistically downscaled datasets from 1950 to 2098. These three
downscaled datasets are selected since they provide daily meteorological data which are needed
for hydrologic modeling for this study. The first dataset is from Reclamation (2013) that uses the
Bias-Correction Constructed Analogues (BCCA) statistical downscaling. The other two datasets,
MACAv2-LIVNEH and MACAv2-METDATA, use Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs
(MACA) (Abatzoglou and Brown 2012) statistical downscaling. MACAv2-LIVNEH dataset
uses LIVNEH as training data (Livneh et al. 2013).
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Figure 4-1. Map of Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and Loggy Bayou subbasin in south Arkansas
and north Louisiana.
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MACAv2-METDATA dataset uses METDATA as training data (Abatzoglou, 2011). The
spatial resolution for BCCA is 1/8° (~12km), for MACAv2-LIVNEH is 1/16° (~6km), and for
MACAv2-METDATA is 1/24° (~4km). Readers are referred to Maurer et al. (2007) for the
BCCA dataset and referred to Abatzoglou and Brown (2012) for the MACA datasets for a more
detailed discussion. The common 13 GCMs are considered in this study as shown in Table 4-1
with the same initial condition and RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 (see Table 4-2) for BCCA and MACA.
Historical data from the downscaled datasets is from 1950 to 2005. Future data is from 2006 to
2098, which is divided into three 31-year future periods: early century (2006-2036), mid-century
(2037-2067) and late century (2068-2098).
4.2.2. Hydrological modeling (HELP3)
HELP3 is set up for each subbasin, Loggy bayou and Bayou D’Arbonne, separately.
Bayou D’Arbonne is divided into 1,330 HRUs and Loggy Bayou is divided into 990 HRUs.
Curve numbers in HELP3 were estimated for both subbasins using USGS WaterWatch monthly
runoff for 1980 to 2005 and using the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES) (Hansen et al. 2003) to minimize root mean square error (RMSE). Embarrassingly parallel
approach was applied to the CMA-ES and calibration and computation of HELP3. We used
SuperMike-II at Louisiana State University for parallel computing. The RMSE and the NashSutcliffe efficiency measure (NSE) for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and Loggy Bayou subbasin
for the calibration period (1950-2005) and the validation period (2006-2012) as shown in Figure
4-2 indicate good match to the WaterWatch runoff data.
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Table 4-1.Modeling centers/groups providing climate data for the 13 GCMs from the CMIP5 for
RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 used in this study.
Modeling Center/Group

GCM

1

National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA

CCSM4

2

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization in collaboration with Queensland Climate
Change Centre of Excellence, Australia

CSIRO-Mk3-6-0

3

Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis,
Canada

CANESM2

4
5

NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA

GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M

6
7

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France

IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR

8
9

10

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology,
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University
of Tokyo), and National Institute for Environmental Studies,
Japan
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University
of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies, and
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM

MIROC5

11

Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

MRI-CGCM3

12

Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological
Administration, China

BCC-CSM1-1

13

Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia

INMCM4

Table 4-2. Types of representative concentration pathways (Moss et al. 2010).
Name

Radiative forcing

Concentration

RCP 4.5

~4.5 W/m2 at
~650 CO2-eq (at
stabilization after 2100 stabilization after 2100)

Stabilization
without overshoot

RCP 8.5

>8.5 W/m2 in 2100

Rising

> ~1370 CO2-eq in 2100
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Pathway shape

Figure 4-2. Comparison of HELP3 simulated monthly runoff (mm) to USGS WaterWatch
monthly runoff for (a) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and (b) Loggy Bayou subbasin for calibration
period (1980-2005) and validation period (2006-2012).
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4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Historical runoff simulations by hydroclimate models
The biases of mean seasonal runoffs (1950-2005) for the 39 hydroclimate models are
shown in Figure 4-3(a) and 4-3(b) for Bayou D’Arbonne and Loggy Bayou subbasins,
respectively. All hydroclimate models except for MM_MIROC5 significantly underestimate
spring runoff. Hydroclimate models using the MACAv2-LIVNEH downscaling method produce
noticeable overestimation for fall runoff. Hydroclimate models using the MACAv2-METDATA
downscaling method show significant runoff overestimation for fall and winter. Biases for
summer runoff are relatively small because of low runoff in summer. In summary, the BCCA
downscaling method produces better simulated historical runoffs for the study area, followed by
the MACAv2-LIVNEH downscaling method. The MACAv2-METDATA downscaling method
produces the worst simulated historical runoffs.
4.3.2. Validation of methods over the historical period
The study found that none of the ensemble averaging methods accurately reproduces the
historical yearly and monthly runoffs. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measures using SMA, REA,
and HBMA are -2.25, -2.25 and -1.53, respectively, for historical monthly runoffs for Bayou
D’Arbonne subbasin. For Loggy Bayou subbasin, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measures are 2.1, -2.11, and -1.58 for SMA, REA, and HBMA, respectively. Similar negative Nash-Sutcliffe
efficiency measures are obtained for annual runoffs. However, the ensemble averaging methods
are found to be able to well capture mean annual cycle of runoff. In what follows, we discuss the
results for mean annual cycle of runoff.
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Figure 4-3. Seasonal bias of different CMIP5 historical monthly runoffs (mm) with respect to mean USGS WaterWatch monthly
runoffs (mm), 1950-2005 for (a) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and (b) Loggy Bayou subbasin.
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4.3.2.1. REA hydroclimate model reliability factors
Hydroclimate model weights estimated by REA for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin varies
from 3% to 24% as shown in Figure 4-4. A few number of the hydroclimate models have
dominate model weights. Hydroclimate model weights for Loggy Bayou subbasin range from
3% to 26% and show similar behavior as in Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin.
We note that the natural variability and future projection affect the model weight
calculations in REA. According to equation (79), the natural variability (  Q ) is set to be
cancelled out in equation (79) and would have no effect on model weight calculation. However,
(i )
(i )
since reliability criteria RB and RD are forced to be 1 when hydroclimate models have lower

biases than natural variability, natural variability eventually affects model weight calculation and
(i )
later the ensemble averaged runoff. Second, REA includes the reliability criterion RD to

account for future runoff projection convergence, which gives higher reliability to hydroclimate
models that project similar future projections to the ensemble average. Therefore, the model
weights are subject to the RCPs that affect estimated ensemble average for future runoff
projection. By summing the weights of the hydroclimate models under each emission scenario,
RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 show a model weight of 46.7% and 53.3%, respective, for Bayou D’Arbonne
subbasin. Similar RCP model weights (44.5% and 56.5% for RCPs 4.5 and 8.5, respectively) are
also obtained for Loggy Bayou subbasin. This indicates that using REA, RCP 8.5 may have
slightly more influence than RCP 4.5 for runoff projection.
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Figure 4-4. Hydroclimate model weights estimated by SMA, REA and HBMA for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. BC: BCCA. ML:
MACAv2-LIVNEH. MM: MACAv2-METDATA.
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4.3.2.2. BMA tree and HBMA hydroclimate model weights
Using the variance window (Tsai and Li 2008), the HBMA obtained the highest model
weight at the base level 2.6% and the lowest model weight 0.6% for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin,
which shows a good spread of contribution from all hydroclimate models (see Figure 4-4). The
highest model weight at the base level is 1.9% and the lowest model weight is 0.6% for Loggy
Bayou subbasin. HBMA only considers historical data for model weight calculations. Since the
historical climate prediction by a GCM is the same regardless of emission scenarios, RCP 4.5
and RCP 8.5 have the same model weights. Therefore, we only show the BMA tree of model
weights and conditional model weights (in parenthesis) for RCP 4.5 in Figure 4-5 for Bayou
D’Arbonne subbasin. RCP 8.5 has the same structure. Conditional model weights show the
relative importance of hydroclimate models with respect to the BMA model a level above them.
Conditional weights at the base level are up to 11.9% for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and up to
10% for Loggy Bayou subbasin.
For Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin, the BCCA, MACAv2-LIVNEH, and MACAv2METDATA downscaling methods have conditional model weights 43.7%, 34.2%, and 22.1%,
respectively, at level 2 under each RCP. For Loggy Bayou subbasin, BCCA, MACAv2-LIVNEH
and MACAv2-METDATA have conditional model weights 37%, 33% and 29%, respectively.
This indicates that BCCA has more influence on runoff projection than other two methods.
4.3.2.3. Ensemble averaged runoff for historical period
SMA, REA, and HBMA obtain very similar results for mean annual cycle of runoff for
historical period (1950-2005) in both subbasins as shown in Figure 4-6(a) and 4-6(b), although
their assigned weights to hydroclimate models are different. REA and SMA runoffs are almost
identical. HBMA shows a slightly better fit to the USGS WaterWatch for summer and fall.
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Figure 4-5. BMA tree of hydroclimate model weights under RCP 4.5 emission scenario for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. The top six
GCM projections under each downscaling method are shown at the base model.
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Figure 4-6. Mean annual cycle of runoff (mm) for (a) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and (b) Loggy
Bayou subbasin, and its variance for (c) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and (d) Loggy Bayou
subbasin, obtained by SMA, REA and HBMA for historical period (1950-2005).
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The RMSE and Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measure shown in Table -43 also indicate their
good match to the historical runoff. HBMA has a slightly higher Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
measure and lower RMSE comparing to REA and SMA in both subbasins. The ensemble
averaging methods also produce similar total runoff variances as shown in Figure 4-6(c) and 46(d). In general, HBMA produces the least total variances in both subbasins and SMA produces
the highest total variances.
Table 4-3. Root mean sqaure error (RMSE) and Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measure of the SMA,
REA, and HBMA mean annual cycles of runoff to the mean annual cycle of the USGS
WaterWatch runoff data for historical period (1950-2005) for Bayou D’Arbonne and Loggy
Bayou subbasins.

Averaging
method
SMA
REA
HBMA

Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin
NashRMSE(mm)
Sutcliffe
7.60
0.85
7.27
0.86
6.96
0.88

Loggy Bayou subbasin
NashRMSE(mm)
Sutcliffe
8.20
0.82
7.79
0.83
7.22
0.87

4.3.3. Ensemble averaged runoff and uncertainty for future periods
SMA, REA and HBMA project similar results for mean annual cycle of runoff for early
century, mid-century and late century for both subbasins, as shown in Figure 4-7. Projected
runoffs indicate decrease from December to June, which would result in a relatively dryer winter
and spring. On the other hand, projected runoffs indicate increase from July to November. The
magnitude of runoff changes would gradually increase from early century to late century in both
subbasins as shown in Figure 4-8. About 20% runoff decrease is projected in spring for the early
century for both subbasins. Runoff decrease would become more significant in the late century,
about 25% for Loggy Bayou subbasin and 35% for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. Less than 10%
runoff decrease is projected for both subbasins in winter for the early century and for the mid77

century. Winter runoff would decrease by about 16% in the late century. Runoff in fall would
increase by about 50% for Bayou D’Arbonne and 85% for Loggy Bayou in early century; and
the increase would reduce towards the late century to about 50% for Bayou D’Arbonne and 30%
for Loggy Bayou.
An overall decrease in total runoff of the annual cycle is projected by all ensemble
averaging methods in this study. This is consistent with the previous studies that projected an
overall less than 10% decrease in runoff for the U.S. southern region (Seager et al. 2013; Milly et
al. 2005; Mulholland et al. 1997). The U.S. third national climate assessment report, also
indicates a decrease in precipitation and available water for the western part of the U.S. southeast
region (Melillo et al. 2014). However, this study shows that the projected runoff decrease would
be higher than 10% for mid-century and would become more significant towards the late
century. The most significant changes would happen in March-May, in which considerable
runoff decreases are projected. In general, SMA projects more runoff, followed by HBMA. REA
projects less runoffs. Nevertheless, HBMA projects more runoffs than SMA and REA in midcentury for Loggy Bayou subbasin.
Total variance of the projected mean annual cycle of runoff increases towards the late
century in both subbasins as shown in Figure 4-9. In general, SMA produces the highest total
variance. On the other hand, REA produces the least variance. A distinguished high variance in
May for the mid-century indicates that May could be a transition month between spring and
summer.
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Figure 4-7. Mean annual cycle of runoff (mm) obtained by SMA, REA and HBMA for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin (a) early century,
(b) mid-century, and (c) late century, and for Loggy Bayou subbasin (d) early century, (e) mid-century, and (f) late century.
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Figure 4-8. Change in mean annual cycle of runoff obtained by SMA, REA and HBMA from historical runoff (1950-2005) for Bayou
D’Arbonne subbasin (a) early century, (b) mid-century, and (c) late century, and for Loggy Bayou subbasin (d) early century, (e) midcentury, and (f) late century.
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Figure 4-9. Total variance of mean annual cycle of runoff obtained by SMA, REA and HBMA for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin (a)
early century, (b) mid-century, and (c) late century, and for Loggy Bayou subbasin (d) early century, (e) mid-century, and (f) late
century.
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4.3.4. Contribution of sources of uncertainty
The ANOVA and HBMA identify the GCMs to be the major source of uncertainty in
runoff projection. GCM contribution to the total variance ranges from 75% to 97% in spring and
summer as shown in Figure 4-10. However, GCM contribution decreases in fall and winter and
ranges from 50% to 75%. This is consistent with Bae et al. (2011) that showed GCM uncertainty
in dry season is larger than in wet season. However, Bosshard et al. (2013) found that GCM
uncertainty is more significant in summer and fall and is less significant in winter and spring,
which is partly contrary to the findings of this study.
The downscaling methods are the second largest source of uncertainty. Variance resulted
from the downscaling methods is more significant in fall and winter, accounted for around 19%
of the total variance, and is less significant in spring and summer, around 8% of the total
variance.
In general, emission scenario uncertainty increases from the early century to the late
century, but is not significant comparing to that from the GCMs and the downscaling methods.
However, emission scenario uncertainty in winter and spring for the late century is shown to be
larger than the downscaling method uncertainty. ANOVA shows that the interaction of sources
of uncertainty contributes 5% to 40% to the total variance and the contribution slightly decreases
towards the late century as shown in Figure 4-10. Several previous studies reached the same
conclusion for the contribution of downscaling method uncertainty and emission scenario
uncertainty to the total uncertainty (Wilby and Harris 2006; Kay et al. 2009; Bosshard et al.
2013). However, Chen et al. (2011) showed that downscaling method uncertainty is similar and
slightly less than GCM uncertainty. Also. Prudhomme and Davies (2008) found that
uncertainties due to different downscaling methods and emission scenarios are of comparable
magnitude. Findings of this study contrasts the findings of these two studies since the GCM
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uncertainty shows to be significantly higher than the downscaling method uncertainty and the
emission scenario uncertainty. Also, the emission scenario uncertainty is only of comparable
magnitude to the downscaling method uncertainty in the late century.
Through the BMA tree, MACAv2-METDATA downscaling method shows the lowest
variance of runoff projection for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin at level 2 given either RCP 4.5 or
RCP 8.5, followed by BCCA downscaling method, and MACAv2-LIVNEH downscaling
method. Runoff projection uncertainty is likely to increase significantly towards the late century
as shown in Figure 4-11(a) to 4-11(c). At level 1, the emission scenario uncertainty also shows
increase towards the late century. In general, RCP 8.5 has more significant runoff projection
uncertainty than RCP 4.5 towards the late century as shown in Figure 4-11(d) to 4-11(f).
Although not shown here, similar results were obtained for Loggy Bayou subbasin.
4.4. Summary and conclusion
The SMA, REA and HBMA produce similar mean annual cycles of runoff for two
subbasins across south Arkansas and north Louisiana although model weights calculated by these
ensemble averaging methods are different. Using the variance window, HBMA shows a good
spread over hydroclimate models with model weights less than 2.6%. REA does not produce
such collective contribution from all hydroclimate models because REA gives considerably
higher model weights to a small number of hydroclimate models. Because of taking into account
future projection convergence, REA results in a slightly higher model weight for RCP 8.5 than
RCP 4.5 while HBMA has an equal weight for RCPs.
The SMA, REA and HBMA also show similar variances for the mean annual cycles of
runoff for two subbasins. In general, HBMA produces the lowest runoff variance and SMA
produces the highest runoff variance in the historical runoff simulation.
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Figure 4-10. Comparisons of runoff variances of HBMA and ANOVA for each source of uncertainty for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin
(a) early century, (b) mid-century, and (c) late century, and for Loggy Bayou subbasin (d) early century, (e) mid-century, and (f) late
century.
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Figure 4-11. Runoff variance obtained by HBMA for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin for individual downscaling methods at level 2 (a)
early century, (b) mid-century, and (c) late century and for individual RCPs at level 1 (d) early century, (e) mid-century, and (f) late
century.
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All three ensemble averaging methods project significant runoff decrease in spring and
winter and significant runoff increase in fall for south Arkansas and north Louisiana. Runoff in
summer would decrease slightly. Overall, the amount of projected runoff would decline from the
early century towards the late century for all seasons.
SMA projects higher runoffs comparing to HBMA and REA. REA produces the least
total variance in future runoff projection for the study area and SMA generally produces the
highest total variance. HBMA produces similar runoff projection variance to SMA. Runoff
projection uncertainty quantified by HBMA shows that the GCMs are the dominant source of
uncertainty, especially in spring and summer.
ANOVA also shows that the GCMs contribute the most uncertainty to the runoff
projection, followed by the downscaling methods and the emission scenarios. The downscaling
method uncertainty is relatively higher in fall and winter than spring and summer. The emission
scenarios are not a significant source of uncertainty except for winter and spring in the late
century. ANOVA shows that the runoff variance due to the interaction of the sources of
uncertainty can be significant.
Downscaling methods with finer resolutions received lower model weights in REA and
HBMA. This indicates that downscaling methods with finer resolution may not necessarily
provide influential data for runoff projection.
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Chapter 5. Water Management for Northern Louisiana under Climate
Change Scenarios
5.1. Background
The proposed fractional programming method is developed for the conjunctive use of
surface water and groundwater from the Sparta aquifer in the northern Louisiana, USA. The
Sparta aquifer shown in Figure 5-1(a) is the major source of water supply for Arkansas and
northern Louisiana (McKee and Clark 2003). From 1980 to 2010, the groundwater from the
aquifer in northern Louisiana was withdrawn at a rate of 246,052 to 264,979 m3/day, or ~65 to
70 million gallons per day (MGD) (Sargent 2012). Over pumping has caused the groundwater
level to decline by an average of 0.3 to 0.9 m/year (1 to 3 ft/year), and it has also caused
saltwater intrusion (McKee and Clark 2003). Areas with groundwater levels below the top of the
Sparta aquifer are of particular concern (LaDNR 2015). A wastewater treatment facility (Sparta
Re-use Facility in West Monroe) was contructed to conserve the Sparta aquifer. Since 2013, the
facility has offset groundwater pumping by ~18,927 m3/day (5 MGD), providing reclaimed water
to a major industrial user. Four reservoirs—Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne, Corney
Lake, and Lake Bistineau as shown in Figure 5-1(a)—supply fresh water to major cities in
northern Louisiana (Meyer et al., 2002). These reservoirs are used primarily for recreation (US
Army Corps of Engineers [USACE], 2015). Three reservoirs are located in the Bayou
D’Arbonne subbasin (US Geological Survey [USGS] 8-digit hydrologic unit code [HUC8]
08040206), and another reservoir is in the Loggy Bayou subbasin (HUC8 – 11140203).
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Figure 5-1 (a) Areal extent of Sparta aquifer at top-right figure where solid circles are pumping wells (modified from McKee and
Clark, 2003) and watershed boundaries for the four lakes. Open circles in the main map are USGS groundwater observation wells and
open triangles are USGS streamflow gauges. Solid circles in the main map are selected pumping centers. (b) Proposed water supply
network
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5.2. Water supply network flow optimization
5.2.1. Conjunctive Surface Water and Groundwater Allocation Model
To assess the effect of climate change on planning and management of reservoir
operations and groundwater pumping, a conjunctive management model was developed based on
fractional programming, and a water supply network is designed for northern Louisiana, as
shown in Figure 5-1(b). The network includes six major cities: Farmerville (node D1, Union
Parish), Monroe (node D2, including West Monroe in Ouachita Parish), Ruston (node D3,
Lincoln Parish), Arcadia (node D4, Bienville Parish), Homer (node D5, Claiborne Parish), and
Minden (node D6, Webster Parish). Their average monthly water demands are shown in Table 32 (Sargent 2012). Farmerville and Monroe are designed to receive groundwater and surface
water from Bayou D’Arbonne Lake (node S2) located downstream from Corney Lake (node S1)
and Lake Claiborne (node S3). The Sparta Re-use Facility has provided 18,927 m3/day (5 MGD)
to Monroe since 2013. Ruston is designed to receive groundwater and surface water from Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne (node S3), and Lake Bistineau (node S4). Arcadia, Minden, and
Homer are near or in the recharge zone of the Sparta aquifer and are designed to use surface
water only. The water demands and reclaimed water supply are assumed to be constant
throughout the study.
Groundwater is mainly withdrawn from six major pumping centers (Figure 5-1) located
in Ouachita parish (four pumping centers for Monroe, node W2), Union parish (one pumping
center for Farmerville, node W1) and Lincoln parish (one pumping center for Ruston, node W3).
Multiple USGS observation wells are shown Figure 5-1(a).To restore the Sparta aquifer to its
predevelopment condition, this study assigns the 1975 groundwater level as the target
groundwater level at four USGS observation wells in Ouachita, and it assigns 1985 groundwater
level as the target level at one USGS observation well in Lincoln and another in Union. This
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study uses Δ1  0.305 m (1 ft) and Δ2  0.610 m (2 ft) in equation (29) for the groundwater head
constraint. Pumping rates from other smaller wells in northern Louisiana are assumed to remain
unchanged.
The network conjunctive water use model is simulated at monthly time steps. The
maximum and minimum reservoir storages are the physical limits from the USACE National
Dam Inventory (USACE 2015). Not all reservoirs are regulated for high flow seasons due to
their recreational use. No capacity limit is given to the arcs in the proposed water supply
network. The lower bound of reservoir spill is assigned to be zero due to the lack of
environmental flow information. Evaporation from reservoir surface and groundwater exchange
along the reservoir boundaries is also assumed to be negligible due to lack of data.
The USGS gage height record at the reservoirs indicates the initial reservoir storages were
full at the beginning of 2011.   1 is used to ensure non-zero denominator value in the
fractional function (28) at all times. For the 15-year network flow optimization, the successive
MILFP problem has 4,320 decision variables and 8,190 constraints. After transformation, the
successive MILP problem has 4,321 decision variables and 8,551 constraints and is solved by the
CPLEX (IBM 2009).
5.2.2. Sparta groundwater modeling
The USGS Sparta groundwater model (McKee and Clark 2003) is adopted to simulate
groundwater head in the Sparta aquifer from 1980-2010. Future pumping rates for 2011-2025 are
assumed the same as 2010 pumping rates. Readers are referred to McKee and Clark (2003) for
detailed model development. Monthly groundwater head is simulated while yearly groundwater
pumping rates are optimized. This yields a 90 by 90 response matrix for the successive MILP
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problem. This study adopts the one-side finite different method to calculate the sensitivities using
91 MODFLOW parallel runs on a supercomputer of the Louisiana State University.
5.2.3. VIC model
To evaluate the performance of VIC model, a control run simulation is conducted by using
the Daymet dataset (Thornton et al. 1997) as the driving meteorological forcings. Both simulated
total runoff (i.e., baseflow plus surface runoff) and routed streamflow were compared to the
USGS WaterWatch runoff dataset (Brakebill et al. 2011) and the National Water Information
System (NWIS) gauge observation (Figure 5-2). In general, VIC-simulated total runoff for both
subbasins shows strong similarity to the USGS WaterWatch runoff shown in Figure 5-2(a) and
5-2(b), suggesting that the surface water balance is reasonably calibrated. Similarly, VICsimulated streamflow at Little Corney Bayou near Lillie, LA (in Loggy Bayou subbasin), and at
Bayou Dorcheat near Springhill, LA (in Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin), also match well with the
observed streamflow shown in Figure 5-2(c & d). The locations of the two streamflow gauges
are shown in Figure 5-1(a). The VIC model is then used to simulate the projected future reservoir
inflow under multiple sets of future climate change projections.
5.2.4. Comparison with Other CMIP5 Models
Since the adopted hydroclimate ensemble was restricted to 11 GCMs, their relative
change compared to other CMIP5 members was evaluated (Figure 5-3). RegCM-RCP8.5
represents the 11 downscaled models used in this study. A total of 97 statistically downscaled
climate projections under four emission scenarios (RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) are obtained from
the bias correction spatial disaggregation (BCSD) data archive (Brekke et al. 2013). The average
annual percentage change of precipitation and the degree change of temperature from the 1966–
2005 baseline to the 2011–2050 near future period in the study area are calculated. The ensemble
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median of the 97 BCSD downscaled projections is marked by a dashed line (Figure 5-3). All
models project a consistent increase in temperature ranging from +0.5°C to ~ +2.5°C, and -15%
to +20% change in precipitation is projected with relatively large intermodel variability. In terms
of the multimodel median, the 11 climate projections used in this study are around -0.5°C cooler
and +5% wetter than the BCSD in the study area. Although the highest emission scenario is
chosen, the 11 simulations are not biased toward the warming side. This is because the difference
among various emission scenarios only becomes significant after 2030 (Peters et al. 2013), so
climate variability remains the main governing factor in the near-term 21st century projection
period.
5.2.5. Runoff projections under climate change scenarios
Changes in near future seasonal runoffs (2011–2049) projected by different hydroclimate
ensemble members with respect to the historical seasonal WaterWatch runoff (1980–2005) for
Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin were shown in Table 5-1. These changes indicate a decrease in near
future runoff in winter (DJF). This is consistent with other studies (Seager et al. 2013; Milly et
al. 2005; Mulholland et al. 1997) that projected an overall decrease in mean runoff for the
southern region of the USA; however, the decrease would be greater than 10% in this region. On
the other hand, near future runoff would increase in summer (JJA) and fall (SON) significantly.
Near future runoff is likely to increase in spring (MAM). Although not shown here, similar near
future runoff changes were also obtained for Loggy Bayou subbasin. The near future mean
annual runoffs due to different GCMs could decrease by 180.74 mm, or they could increase by
90.75 mm in Loggy Bayou subbasin as compared to the historical mean annual runoffs, and there
could be a 164.58 mm decrease and 133.11 mm increase in Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. The
hydroclimate modeling results show considerable spread of possible future outcomes.
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Figure 5-2. Comparison of VIC simulated monthly runoff (mm) to USGS WaterWatch monthly runoff for (a) Loggy Bayou subbasin
and (b) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin. Comparison of VIC simulated monthly streamflow (m3/s) to USGS streamflow at gauges (c)
Little Corney Bayou near Lillie, LA (Station Number: 07348700) and (d) Little Corney Bayou near Lillie, LA (Station Number:
07366200). NSE = Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, RMSE = root mean square error, and R2 = square of correlation coefficient.
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Figure 5-3. Scatter plots of the projected mean annual temperature and precipitation changes for
97 statistically downscaled CMIP5 GCM projections (BCSD) under four emission scenarios
(RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5; green symbols) and the 11 RegCM4 simulations (blue symbols) used
in this study. Change is defined as the degree change of average temperature (C) and percentage
change of average precipitation (%) from 1966–2005 baseline to 2011–2050 future periods in the
study area. The 97 climate projections were obtained from the bias-correction spatial
disaggregation (BCSD) data archive (Reclamation 2013).
Table 5-1. Future seasonal runoff changes (2011–2049) in the Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin
(HUC8 – 08040206) compared to the USGS WaterWatch runoff (1980–2005)
Model name
ACCESS1-0
BCC-CSM1-1
CCSM4
CMCC-CM
FGOALS-G2
GFDL-ESM2M
IPSL-CM5A-LR
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MRI-CGCM3
Nor-ESM1-M
BMA

Change in average runoff (%)
DJF MAM JJA SON
-53.1 -1.9 12.0 25.8
-25.3 18.3 12.2 36.7
-32.7 68.1 19.2 24.2
-11.2 16.4 24.3 29.1
-112.2 -52.6 17.7
0.9
28.1 11.0 13.7 17.8
6.9 30.5 19.4 25.0
-53.1
9.2 26.4 24.5
22.4
5.8 15.9 23.6
-0.1 44.3 28.8 19.0
-41.6 -25.8 16.6 14.3
-19.3 42.6 20.4 29.1
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Change in median runoff (%)
DJF MAM JJA SON
-67.0 -3.3 14.5 16.4
-52.6 32.2 17.1 19.3
-75.8 91.1 29.4 19.5
-23.4 32.3 28.2 29.3
-134.4 -28.5 33.3
7.9
-8.3 13.6 19.2 15.2
6.2 46.9 25.4 29.5
-68.4 19.3 29.9 33.9
16.4 22.0 27.0 22.6
-14.3 46.8 32.2 22.2
-45.6 -25.9 30.2 14.5
-47.6 57.2 34.2 29.5

The model weights for the hydroclimate ensembles were obtained based on their similar
interannual variability to the USGS WaterWatch log-runoffs for the subbasins during 1980–2005
(14). The probability plot shown in Figure 5-4 indicates that the monthly runoffs can be
reasonably assumed to be log normally distributed. As shown in Table 5-2, RegCM4-CCSM4
has the highest similarity to WaterWatch log-runoffs, and RegCM4-MPI-ESM-MR has the least
similarity. BMA means of log-runoffs were obtained by using equation (66), and log runoffs
were obtained by using equation (67) to determine 95% confidence interval. After backtransformation, most of the USGS WaterWatch runoffs are within the 95% confidence interval as
shown Figures 5-5(a) and 5-5(b) for the historical period.

Figure 5-4. Cumulative probability of simulated runoff from 11 hydroclimate models and the
USGS WaterWatch data in 1980–2005.
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The BMA means and the 95% confidence interval of near future runoffs are shown in
Figures 5-5(c) and 5-5(d). The results indicate high runoff projection uncertainty in years 2017,
2019, 2023 and 2024. By comparing with the average annual runoff of the historical period, the
BMA results indicate an increase of 66.9 mm/year for Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin and an
increase of 61.8 mm/year for Loggy Bayou subbasin in the near future period. This is contrary to
the previous findings (Seager et al. 2013; Milly et al. 2005; Mulholland et al. 1997) that
projected runoff decrease in the US southern region.
Table 5-2. Model weights and BIC values based on their similarity of interannual runoff
variability to the USGS WaterWatch dataset during the historical period (1980–2005)
Model name
ACCESS1-0
BCC-CSM1-1
CCSM4
CMCC-CM
FGOALS-G2
GFDL-ESM2M
IPSL-CM5A-LR
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MRI-CGCM3
Nor-ESM1-M

Ensemble
member
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r6p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1
r1p1i1

Model weights

BIC

0.072
0.127
0.461
0.011
0.038
0.032
0.020
0.086
0.001
0.004
0.148

597.61
578.68
535.86
661.05
619.09
624.11
640.70
591.57
728.84
690.75
573.74

5.2.6. Inflow projections under climate change scenarios
Future monthly inflows to Lake Bistineau were estimated the same as the runoffs for
Loggy Bayou subbasin and are shown in Figure 5-5(c). Future monthly inflows to Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake, Lake Claiborne, and Corney Lake were calculated from the fractional runoffs
of Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin [see Figure 5-5(d)] based on the ratios of their drainage areas to
those in the Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin area. The watershed areas shown in Figure 5-1(a) are
4,157 km2 for Bayou D’Arbonne Lake, 334 km2 for Lake Claiborne, 1,109 km2 for Corney Lake,
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and 3,768 km2 for Lake Bistineau. Based on the BMA means and variances of log-runoffs under
the Gaussian assumption, this study investigates the optimized conjunctive management
solutions under the future low inflow projections at 50%, 10%, and 2.5% cumulative probability
level as shown in Figure 5-6.
5.3. Results of conjunctive management modeling
5.3.1. Impact of conjunctive use on reservoirs
Noticeable deficits in the reservoir storages would be produced at the 2.5% low inflow, as
shown in Figure 5-7. The storage capacity of Corney Lake is relatively very small and is not
shown here. Over the 15-year span (2011–2025), Corney Lake would lose 18 million m3 (4,612
MG) in storage, Bayou D’Arbonne Lake would lose 4,547 million m3 (1,201,123 MG), Lake
Claiborne would lose 899 million m3 (237,557 MG), and Lake Bistineau would lose 1,954
million m3 (516,071 MG). Storage would decrease significantly at Lakes Claiborne and
Bistineau starting in the summer of 2023 because the 2.5% low inflow would not be able to meet
demands without significantly using storages. Storage loss would not be noticeable at the 10%
and 50% cumulative low inflow probability levels.
Low inflows would result in low spills from the reservoirs, as shown in Figure 5-8. For
the 2.5% low inflow, Bayou D’Arbonne Lake would spill only 0.94% of its annual inflows on
average to Ouachita River. Lake Bistineau would spill only 2.55% of its annual inflows on
average to Red River. These low spills might not be favorable to environmental flows in some
months during 2011 to 2025. However, the 50% low inflows would allow Bayou D’Arbonne
Lake to spill 60.29% of its annual inflows on average to the Ouachita River. Lake Bistineau
would spill 56.7% of its annual inflows on average to Red River. These high spills would satisfy
environmental flows.
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Figure 5-5. BMA mean monthly runoff (mm) and 95% confidence interval for (a) Loggy Bayou subbasin, (b) Bayou D’Arbonne
subbasin for historical period (1980–2005), (c) Loggy Bayou subbasin, and (d) Bayou D’Arbonne subbasin for future period (2011–
2025).
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Figure 5-6. Low inflow projections at 2.5%, 10%, and 50% cumulative probability levels for (a) Corney Lake, (b) Bayou D’Arbonne
Lake, (c) Lake Claiborne, and (d) Lake Bistineau for future period (2011-2025).
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Figure 5-7. Optimized storage distributions with 2.5 %, 10 %, and 50 % significant level low inflow projections for future period
(2011-2025).
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Figure 5-8. Optimized spills from the four reservoirs for future period (2011-2025)
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5.3.2. Impact of conjunctive use on Sparta aquifer
Due to sufficient surface water (inflows plus reservoir storages) to meet water demand in
2011–2025, the same optimized groundwater pumping rates resulted, regardless of considering
2.5%, 10%, or 50% low inflow (Figure 5-9). The annual mean of future optimized pumpage for
pumping center Ou-W1 would decrease by 45.55%, and at Ou-W2 it would decrease by 99.22%
as compared to decreases in 2001–2010. However, the annual mean of future optimized
pumpage for pumping center Ou-W3 would increase by 18.62%, and Ou-W4 it would increase
by 20.55%. Overall, conjunctive management shows that the annual mean pumpage in Ouachita
would decrease from 2,4491,614 m3/day (6,470 MGD from 2001 to 2010) to 18,029,916 m3/day
(4,763 MGD from 2011 to 2025), a 26.38% reduction. This could be offset by the surface water.
The annual mean of optimized pumpage at L-W1 in Lincoln would decrease by 19.41% as
compared to the decreases in 2001–2010. The annual mean of optimized pumpage at U-W1 in
Union would increase by 195.77%.
Using Δ1  0.305 m (1ft) and Δ2  0.610 m (2ft) in equation (29), as shown in Figure 510, groundwater levels at the selected control points would reach or pass their target levels by
2025. By significantly reducing pumpage in Ouachita, groundwater level at U-26 would still
increase even though the pumping rate increases for U-W1. In summary, the target groundwater
levels could be achieved by only decreasing 13,703 m3/day (3.62 MGD) from the annual mean
pumpage during 2001–2010. This pumpage reduction is significantly lower than the 68,137
m3/day (18 MGD) reduction from the Sparta aquifer recommended by Meyer et al. (2002).
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Figure 5-9. Pumping rates for Ouachita wells (a) for 2001–2010 and (b) 2011–2025 optimized. Pumping rates for Union and Lincoln
wells (c) for 2001–2010 and (d) 2011–2025 optimized.
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Figure 5-10. Groundwater levels (m) above NGVD 1929 at six selected USGS wells for future period (2011–2025).
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5.3.3. Optimized surface water allocations
The optimized annual groundwater and monthly surface water allocations for Monroe
and Farmerville are shown in Figure 5-11. Monroe would be a significant user of Bayou
D’Arbonne Lake, which would use an average of 132,489 m3/day (35 MGD) during 2011–2025.
About 18% of water demand for Farmerville would come from Bayou D’Arbonne Lake after
2012. Homer would be constantly supplied by Lake Claiborne. The conjunctive-use model
suggests that Minden would be constantly supplied by Lake Bistineau, although it might receive
surface water from Lake Claiborne. The majority of surface water to Ruston would be shifted
from Bayou D’Arbonne Lake to Lake Bistineau, as shown in Figures 5-12(a) to 5-12(c) as
inflows decreases. The majority of surface water for Arcadia would come from Lake Bistineau,
as shown in Figures 5-12(d) and 5-12(f). As inflows decrease, Arcadia would receive less water
from Lake Claiborne. For the 2.5% low inflow case, Lake Bistineau would supply 100% of the
water to Arcadia.
The result indicates that Lake Bistineau would be a reliable surface water supply source
to Ruston and Arcadia. At the 2.5 % low inflow, Bayou D’Arbonne Lake would not be able to
contribute major surface water to Ruston because it would need to fulfill the water demand for
Monroe and Farmerville first. Similarly, Lake Claiborne would not be able to supply surface
water to Arcadia, as it would need to fulfill the water demand for Homer first.
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Figure 5-11. Optimized surface water and groundwater supplies given 2.5%, 10%, and 50% low inflow projections for (a) Monroe
(water re-use supply in West Monroe is subtracted from the total demand) and (b) Farmerville.
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Figure 5-12. Optimized surface water and groundwater supplies under 2.5%, 10%, and 50% low reservoir inflow projections for
Ruston and Arcadia.
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5.4. Conclusion
The MILFP provides a simple, computationally efficient approach to optimize conflicting
objectives. For a conjunctive use, the successive MILFP is suitable for optimizing groundwater
and surface water uses by integrating a groundwater model and a multi-reservoir water supply
network model through the response matrix approach. This study expands the Charnes-Cooper
transformation technique to include integer variables so that the optimal solution for the
successive MILFP problem can be efficiently obtained by solving a successive MILP problem.
The proposed conjunctive-use model for the case study successfully demonstrates this technique.
Future inflow estimates to the reservoirs rely on future runoff projections, which present
the key uncertainty to the conjunctive management. Through the BMA analysis on an ensemble
of 11 sets of downscaled hydroclimate projections, this study found that the near future runoff
(2011–2049) for northern Louisiana would be likely to decrease in winter, but it would be likely
to increase in spring, summer and fall. Overall, northern Louisiana would likely be in a wetter
condition in the near future.
Due to the projected wetter condition, the conjunctive-use modeling result indicates that
water demands in northern Louisiana for the future period (2011–2025) would be satisfied even
with a 2.5% low inflow projection and a rising groundwater level in the Sparta aquifer. Future
surface water would counterbalance the groundwater pumping reduction. It was found that a
significant reduction in groundwater withdrawal in Ouachita would elevate the overall
groundwater level for northern Louisiana. The conjunctive-use model showed that the target
groundwater levels would be met by 2025 by reducing annual groundwater pumpage by 13,703
m3/day (3.62 MGD).
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Through the conjunctive-use model, it was determined that Lake Bistineau would be a
reliable future surface water source to Ruston and Arcadia given the proposed network
configuration. For the 2.5% low inflow projection, Bayou D’Arbonne Lake would not be able to
provide a large amount of surface water to Ruston, as it would have to first satisfy Farmerville
and Monroe demands. Similarly, Lake Claiborne would not be able to provide a noticeable
amount of surface to Arcadia at a very low projected inflow because it would have to satisfy
Homer demands first.
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Chapter 6. Concluding Remarks


A conjunctive management model for conjunctive use of groundwater resources and surface
water resources is developed via mixed integer linear programming (MILFP). Solution
simplicity of MILFP and its ability to optimize two conflicting objective functions at once
makes it an intriguing approach to integrate groundwater modeling into a water balance
formulation. This conjunctive used model is applied to a supply network in north Louisiana
and south Arkansas, which includes the depleting Sparta aquifer as its major water resources.
Historical modeling for 2001-2010 indicates that groundwater levels can be significantly
increased without considerable impacts on surface water availability due to abundant surface
water in the area. Therefore, conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater resources can
be advantageous in sustainably managing stressed resources and depleting aquifers.



Simple model averaging (SMA), reliability ensemble averaging (REA), and hierarchical
Bayesian averaging method (HBMA) are utilized with a hydroclimate model ensemble from
combinations of 13 GCMs, 2 downscaling methods and 2 emission scenarios to assess
climate change and its inherent uncertainty in future runoff projections. Projected mean
annual cycle of runoff indicates significant decreases in spring and winter. On the other hand,
Runoff in fall would increase. GCMs are the dominant source of uncertainty while
downscaling method is the second contributor. Emission path uncertainty is shown to be
insignificant except in the late century in spring and winter. It can be concluded that climate
change can have considerable effects on future runoff and consequently reservoir inflows.



Future inflow for the northern Louisiana is projected by applying BMA using a hydroclimate
model ensemble formed from 11 CMIP5 GCMs and RCP 8.5 with a hybrid downscaling
method. Results indicate that northern Louisiana would have a wetter overall condition in the
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near future, although winter runoff would likely decrease. These results may seem to not
follow the same trend as the broader study of climate change impacts in spring and fall in
Chapter 4. Mean annual cycle of runoff is estimated for 31-year periods in the future with a
different and larger ensemble of statistically downscaled climate forcing, while inflow
projections by BMA uses a smaller ensemble and just one emission scenario that better fits
the current condition. This ensemble is dynamically and statistically downscaled and projects
a monthly time series of runoff for near future. Projections provided by ensemble averaging
methods (SMA, REA and HBMA) in Chapter 4 and BMA in Chapter 5 for north Louisiana
and south Arkansas should be cautiously compared due to their different future time periods,
different sizes and attributes of their hydroclimate ensembles and different runoff variables
that they produce.
Conjunctive use model showed that even with a significant level of 2.5% low inflow
projection water demands in northern Louisiana are completely satisfied. Surface water
available in the near term future would be able to counterbalance the decrease in the
groundwater withdrawal and increase the groundwater levels of Sparta aquifer. However,
inevitable surface water reservoir selection for supplying some demand nodes would happen
due to insufficient water in other reservoirs for significant level of 2.5% low inflow
projection. Therefore, using a conjunctive use model with projected future inflows resulted
from studying climate change impacts is beneficial in addressing future planning of water
resources. For our case in north Louisiana and south Arkansas, high amount of surface water
available is sufficient under climate change impacts to supply the present demand at Sparta
aquifer stressed areas.
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